T ry Boosting— T o Make Houlton an Ideal Home
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M. E. CHURCH NOTICE
Christmas will be observed next
Sunday, Dec. 19th. at the Methodist
church.
Mr. Peterson, the Choir
Master, is making elaborate musical
programs both for the morning and
evening services. One of the special
features will be a solo by Mrs. Brooks.
The evening service will be a Christ
mas Vesper one. The pastor will
preach a Christmas sermon at the
morning and give a brief address at
the vesper service in the evening.
There will be an important choir
rehearsal on Wednesday evening of
this week in the church, to which all
our singers are invited.

DR. PAYSON SMITH
SPEAKS AT AUDITORIUM

TIMES

13, 1860

To
December 27, 1916
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ENFORCEMENT AGENTS
BUSY IN AROOSTOOK

Town, Live in It, D on’t Just Stay— P o n t Knock

No. 50
HOULTON GRANGE ELECTION

Houlton Grange held a regular
meeting Saturday, Dec. 11, at which
the following officers were elected for
1921:
Master,
A.G. Merritt
Overseer,
H. B. Crawford
Lecturer,
Mrs. Sadie Carpenter
Steward,
Harry McGinley
Asst. Steward,
Fred R. Logan
Chaplin,
John Crawford
Treasurer,
G. W. McGinley
Financial Sec., Mrs. Pearl D. Crawford
Recording Sec., Mrs. Lena Thompson
Gate Keeper,
W. S. Scribner
Ceres,
Mrs. Ada Sommerville
Pomona.
Mrs. Maud Bliss
Flora,
Mrs. Almeda Putnam
Lady Asst. Stewart,
Mrs. Myrtle Logan

FORMATION OF NEW
RACING CIRCUIT

A report from Fredericton. N. B.
George Christie, federal prohibition
says: The meeting of the Maritime
officer, in company with seven other
and Maine harness racing circuit
federal agents and two deputies, raid
members which was
called
for
ed the Hammond House at Van
Chatham did not materialize as none
Buren, the alleged proprietor of which
of the representatives of the outside
tracks turned up for the meeting.
is Benny Violette, Thursday night at
The real cause for the situation is
about 8 o’clock, seising about 182
probably the fact that the formation
quarts of liquor.
of a new circuit is under way which
Chas. Calvin w as brought before the
The regular meeting of the Houlton children. Everywhere in every school
Municipal court on Saturday for
will rob the Maritime and Maine cir
Woman’s Club took place Monday every child is entitled to a teacher
cuit of several of its most prosperous
search and seisure made by local
who is sympathetic to childhood and is
evening.
tracks and cut off the whole eastern
officers.. He pleaded not guilty and
This meeting was made a public trained and qualified to teach. This
end of the organization.
furnished bonds for his appearance at
one and was held at the High School means salaries that will attract and
The new circuit, which will probably
the April term of the S. J. Court.
Auditorium in orer to give all the hold in all schools good teachers.
be called either the New Brunswick
Saturday Just before 12 o’clock
Second we must provide more nearly
opportunity to hear the gifted and
and Maine of the Eastern Internation
George H. Christie, in charge of eneducational
opportunity
brilliant speaker who was to address equalized
al Circuit w,ill provide continued rac
' forcing the Volstead act tor the state
Rev. Alex Henderson, Director of
among the community, then is the
the gathering.
o f Maine, N. J. Devaney of Somerville,
Two young men claiming to repre ing from July 14 to Oct. 14, next
Rellgous Education for the United
The Educational Committee, under widest difference in the ability to
Mesa,, one of W. J. McCarthy’s men,
sent the Maine Life Savers Patrol, season. The following are reported
Baptist Denomination in Maine, spoke
whose auspices the program was pre maintain schools if we are to give to
from the Boston office and Frank Guiou
who have been in town for a few days already sure to be members: Woodat the Free Baptist church Sunday
sented, certainly had a rare treat for all our children and to ourselves a
deputy sheriff of Presque Isle, pounc
soliciting money, left Houlton on Mon stock and Fredericton in New Bruns
morning and also at the session of
the large audience present in the square deal we must adopt the
ed upon the Exchange Hotel, Fort
day after being interviewed by Chief wick; Houlton, Caribou and Presque
the Sunday School His message was
person of Dr. Payson Smith, Commis principle that we will tax wealth
Fairfield, which had been running
Isle, the Aroostook potato belt o f
of Police Hogan.
interesting and instructive.
sioner of Education for Massachusetts, wherever it is for the education of
under the management of Robert J.
Maine. Fort Fairfield and Danforth in
at one time Maine’s State Superinten children wherever they live.
McKee. The officers found in a
Maine and St. Stephen in New Bruns
Third, it is of the utmost importance CAPT. FARMER ADDRESSES
dent of Schools.
closet o f room 7 a hide behind a false DR. DUDLEY
wick are probable additional mem
That Dr. Smith still loves his old that we do not overburden the schools
door containing about 400 quarts of
bers. It has been practically agreed
THE MEN'S CLASS OF
ASKS FOR PARDON home
state and is always glad to get with too many responsibilities. It is
that the new circuit will open in
liquor.
Dr. Lionel E. Dudley, who is serving back to see his old friends was evi well to recall that the school is only
CONGREGATIONAL CHURCH Fredericton, July 14.
A casual look showed just a small
a minimum of ten years and a maxi denced by his remarks which follow one of a number of educational agenc
Capt. Farmer addressed the men’s
closet but a few Upping* on the walls
The promoters declare there is no
mum of 20 years, with a recommenda ed his introduction by Mrs. S. L. ies. The home, the church, the com class of the Congregational church on
showed the "Nigger in the wood pile.’’
circuit on the racing map with short
tion of 15 years by the presiding jus White, chairman of the committee of munity and many others have their Sunday and told of his work among
Mr. McKee w as not at home as he had
er shipments, 70 miles being the maxi
tice, has filed an application for a par Education.
part. I would plead for giving the the poor of the town and what his mum jump the horses will have to
been visiting friends in Canada for
don and a hearing on the petition will
In this introduction she paid high j schools a chance to do their major needs for Christmas were.
the 'past few weeks.
make.
be held before the governor and coun tribute to Dr. Smith’s worth as an j work which is to give chilren a
He told of the Christmas dinners
cil today. Dr. Dudley whose home educator.
|mastery of the tools of an education that he was preparing and wished to
POTATOES
DOWN THE ALLEYS
was in Presque Isle was indicted for
It certainly was an inspiration to |and to fix rigid mental habits. Keep give to fifty families of the town, and
The local market Is still at a low the murder of Mildred Sullivan, by
The
fall tournament at the Dux
every member present to listen to a propaganda out of the school. 'R e  during his remarks said that the gifts
ebb, buyers are baying $2.00 for means of a criminal operation. The
alleys
ended Friday night.
The
lecture bearing upon matters of such member it is not the just task of the on the streets by means of the kettles
Mountains and $1.75 for Cobblers affair which happened in November,
vital importance, namely, the educa schools to teach children what to were falling far short of what they “youngsters” had 29 points to their
1914, created a great sensation in the tion of our boys and girls, Maine’s
with few offerings.
think, it is rather to teach them how had been in- previous years and that credit against 19 points for the graymost northern county of Maine. Dr. greatest asset, and which was deliver-1 to think.
The Produce News says:
unless more funds for this purpose beards, therefore thirty young men
New York, Deo. 10— The market, as Dudley later withdrew his plea of not
ed in such a forceful, significant man- j Again there*musi go into our educa- were forthcoming, the number of will enjoy a fine spread at the expense
a whole, was quite unsatisfactory this guilty pnd afteT the “ malice afore
of thirty old veterans who have lived
ner, so characteristic of the speaker, tion more of the spirit of work. Our baskets would have to be cut down.
week, the open weather permitting thought’’ part of the indictment was
years or more too long.
that no one present ccruld fail to grasp j youth and our adults as well need to j A fact which he called particular I
bulk stock to be handled with nol prossed on recommendation of the
the truths of his utterances.
realize that work is not something j attention to was that there are to be ! But the old chaps succeeded in
comparative safety at the
railroad county attorney, he pleaded guilty to
Mr. Peterson sang very acceptably to be escaped. It is not a curse to j no envelopes passed around this year J copping some of the honors after all.
sidings.
This attracted the trade manslaughter.
j Lostis “Good-Bye” at the close of the be avoided, it is among the greatest for gifts for this purpose for the One of the decrepits, Doc. Orcutt, had
from the regular centers and vol
Dr. Dudley has been confined in the lecture, a part of which follows:
1blessings of mankind, and the happiest Army. There doubtless will be some high average, 95 2-6 and his team had
ume of buslnes* w as light, with state’s prison at Thomaston for five
The social, economic and political man is the one who has found his for the Community Christmas tree j high total.
prices showing • Arp# range. Maine years. His counsel is Col. William C.
welfare of the people depends upon work and knows how to do it well. A which will be distributed by Capt. j Roben was high gun in the younger
stock sold q u it* generally at $8.50® Eaton of Portland, formerly county at
the industry of education. This is respect for useful toil should be Farmer, but these are not solicited by ; set with an average of 93 2-6.
8.75 per 165-lb. hag, while bulk stock torney of Cumberland county.
especially true in a democracy. An among the fruits of American educa- the Army itself as money received by
Eight of the thirty men over 40
rarely brought $8.8704 per 180 lbs.
them for this purpose will only come
In his plea for a pardon Dudley says English statesman declared during! tion.
years old had an average of 85 or
Much-of the stock Is coming in 150-lb.
that during his confinement in the the war that the nation which after; Note: Dr. Payson Smith, tormerly from the kettles on the street.
better, vix, Orcutt, P. S. Berrie, Moir,
tag s from the State and Michigan and
At the close of the talk, a collection
state’s prison, he has been of good be the war would win supremacy would State superintendent of public schools
Doherty, Mitchell, White, B. McIntyre
this le working out at about $3. Long
havior and has always endeavored to be the one that would invest the most for Maine and at present conin ission- of $41.00 was taken and given to him
and Carter, finishing in the order
Island potatoes are tending to accu
England herself in er of education for Massachusetts, has j for his Christmas work,
be and is of assistance and service, in education.
named.
mulate and $4 per 165*lb. bag is full
------------------particularly in the exercise of his pro making the Fisher Education Law* set again declined the offer of a $12,000 |
nigh on the beet. Jersey long kinds
Nine of the youths under forty
fessional knowledge and ability as a an example that should command the salary to assume the position of
COURT
are petering out and those coming
finished with better than 85 average
physician and surgeon; that he be serious notice of other nations.
superintendent of schools* for the city
The docket of the S. J. court was
rarely exoeed $2.50 per bag, while Jerin the following order: Roben, Nason,
lieves that the punishment he has al
Here in America there is to be of Philadelphia. He receives $7500
sap round potatoes are selling at $3 50
completed to r this term Tuesday j Donovan, Kelso, Brown, Rogers, Dyer.
ready received is sufficient to satisfy written the next ten years, such a from Massichusetts. Several weeks
0 3 .75 for closely graded, down to $3
the requirements of justice; and that j revival of interest in education as we ago the Philadelphia committee, head afternoon. A non-suit was ordered in Hagerman and Joy.
on some field run stock arriving.
The tournament as a whole was a
since his confinement his physical ! have not known before. At this time ed by John Wanamaker, offered the the action of D. H. and Idelle Wyman
Virginia second crop In moderate
health has become seriously impaired j we may well give thought to the position with a one-year term. When vs. Hibbard Bros, a suit to recover decided success. Pitting youth against
Inquiry and working out at $3 on No.
and is now such that further confine- things that need to be done for the this was declined they extended the $800 for aneged breach of contract in old age> with a banquet as the
Is, hot many were not closely enough
ment will seriously endanger his life, betterment of our schools.
term to four years. When Dr. Smith an automobile trade Herschel Shaw* stakes, created much interest. The
graded to exceed $202.50 bbl.
house committee working in accord
A petition for the pardon of Fred I First we would do well to recognize replied that he was not a candidate
- Chicago—The unfavorable weather
were opposing! with the bowling committee, issued
they asked him to meet their repre and W. S. Lew in
Hallett
of
Castle
Hill,
Aroostook
counthe
fact
that
at
the
center
of
every
and the Inclination of the general pub
a mandate that the foul line and the
ty, who is serving a sentence of 18 school must be a good teacher. We sentative in conference. To this he counsel.
lic to go easy on buying are the main
assented, but has now again and final
In the ease of C. O. Grant et als vs ten foot “ lobline" must be observed.
months
in
the
staters
prison
for
lar-.
cannot
be
satisfied
with
having
good
reasons for the small outlet here for
Louis Dalton to recover a commission
former rule embarrassed a few
ceny, has been filed and a hearing on teachers for a majority even of the ly declined the offer.
potatoes. Many of the buyers having
. , . . .
. . . , *ono |°f the youngsters who were in the
on a real estate deal, a verdict of $208 . ,
. „ ,
purchased stock at figures higher the case will be heard by the governor
habit of following the ball down the
than the prevailing market are not and council, Wednesday, Dec. 29. He HAND AND HARRINGTON
was rendered
for the
plaintiff. auey ten feet or s0 an(j the i0b jine
CHESTER BRIGGS
making purchases •until necessary was convicted at the April term of the
IN
NEW
QUARTERS
POST
ELECTION
;
Herschel
Shaw
for
plaintiff;
W. S. rule was a decided handicap to some
because the public does not seem to supreme judicial court for Aroostook
of the old boys who were created
Lewin
for
defense.
The automobile show room of Hand ! At a meeting of Chester R. Briggs >
he eating potatoes fast enough. It is county in 1919.
without any hinge in their spinal
Hallett says that he has never b e-[ and Harrington in the Burnham-Ham- post, American Legion on Monday | On the criminal docket the case of
noted here, however, that, when an
Harry
Crone,
tried
for
assault,
went
j
columnbut the observance of the two
occasional car of real fancy stuff fore been guilty of any crime, had al-1 ilton block was opened to the public evening the following officers w ere;
rules prolong the life of the alleys
ways
enjoyed
a
good
name
and
repu
1
last
week,
after
the
needed
repairs
elected
for
the
coming
year:
I
to
the
jury
who
reported
a
disagreecomes to hand it can be moved at a
quite a bit.
Major Hosford. commander; Vern C. j nient.
pHremlum above the general market. tation, is fully repentant, and will were completed to transfer it into the,
There is a saying that is older than
Numerous respondents who pleaded
Receipts the early part of the week hereafter be a good and law-abiding |coziest and handsomest show room Boutlier, vice commander; Audrey
Mars
Hill to the effect that “ Youth
he has awife,
of its kind in this section. Dyer,
adjutant;
James
Sheehan, |not guilty to indictments were aramounted to 145 cars and the supplies citizen.He states that
will
be
served.” The truth of this
deThe store is centrally located and is finance officer; John G. Potter, histor- j raigned, entered a change to guilty
oa track were 828 cars. With the in one child and sevenstep-children
Patrick
Murray
was
sentenced
on
I
assertion
has been emphasized every
hound to attract passers-by who will ian; Larry Carroll, service officer;
activity that pervaded prices for pendent upon him for support.
two
liquor
indictments,
aggregating
|
day
all
down
through the ages since
stop
to
admire
the
handsome
StudeManford
G.
Betts,
employment
officer;
sacked stock were shaded down a bit
$200 fine and 90 days in jail. Another Caesar was a pup. Sometimes, how
baker
and
Dodge
cars
so
attractively
Fred
R.
Logan,
athletic
officer;
Stan• to $1.80 per cwt.
Fred N. Vose has returned from a
ley McElwee, sergeant at arms. The indictment and one for assault upon ever, the “ service” is decidedly force
It Is the opinion of some shippers trip to New York, Baltimore, An displayed.
ful and youth has to digest what is
The basement has been arranged for chaplain will he appointed later. The i an officer were continued,
in the North that with most of the napolis and other places where he
crammed
down past his esophagus.
a
stock
room
and
spare
parts
the
meeting
was
held
at
the
Red
Cross
[
Roy
Adams
pleading
guilty
to
three
fanners bolding their potatoes which visited his daughters and his son,
|indictments, furnished hail on a conFather Lunt and Curly-haired Jim
must be marketed later, the prices for witnessing the Army and Navy foot cars sold may also be procured at the rooms.
; tinuance .
popular agency.
______________
Moir gave a splendid demonstration
the cron will remain low throughout ball game in New York.
John Faulkner was given a fine and of the forceful feeding of service Frithe deal. It is reported that about
------MATTIE N. DYER
There will be a special communica
jail sentence
ontwoliquor indict!day night at the Dux alleys when they
65 per cent of the Wisconsin crop is
LENDING
LIBRARY
The
many
friends of Mr. and Mrs. ments.
j held Bill Fullerton and one other
still In the farmers' hands and it is tion of Monument Lodge, No. 96 F.
The Lending Library at the TIMES Loy Dyer, who formerly lived in HoulThe case against John Francis was J youth hv the name of Kelso and in
believed about the same condition ex & A. M. this Wednesday evening
office
is adding new hooks dailv and ,(,n- N
V’91 he sorry to hear of the death nol prossed.
with
work
in
the
Master
Mason
|five courses, disgusting in sameness,
ists In Michigan. Some shippers in
Th*> liquor indictments against fed them thirty-six more candle-pins
Minnesota believe that movements degree, at which all members are those wishing to read mav secure on Thursday of their daughter Mattie
at the Bangor State hospital where Phoebe Raymond were continued and than their digestive apparatus could
them for a small charge per day.
from that State will not be large until requested to he present.
Among tile latest additions to the she has been for the past few years. she was placed in c harge of the proha- assimilate. In fact, both youths were
early Spring.
Miss Dyer was honl and brought up (j()a officer.
Library are:
Among sales reported were 1 car of cepted unless it is of high standard.
on the verge of retching at the conin
Houlton and was possessed of a
By
Wells.
Goshen
Street
The following is a list of Divorces elusion of this “ banquet.’’
Wisconsin round white stock at $1.75
Mr. Brann explains that buyers
Rut.-/(‘hack wonderful voice1, being in much de granted at the November Term of
Alaska Man’s Luck
per cwt; 1 car, $1.70, and 2 cars at must understand that when they get
The result was entirely unexpected
Mac of Placid
Longstnd h mand among local entertainments, the S. J. Court, held at Houlton.
$1.65. In Michigan bulk stock; 1 car seed, they should not expect anything
because the old men were such a
Hidden Creek
Burtt and was a member of the* Episcopal
Daisy 1). Ritchie from Earl J. mark for the youngsters in the last
at $1.75 per cwt., and 3 at $1.65 with too fancy as there is no such thing in
choir until leaving Houlton. For the Ritchie: Dorothy M. Sehriver from
The
Luck
of
the
Mounted
Kendall
some sacked Russets going to $1.80. the potato world as a disease free
tournameiu just finished that they felt
Oemeler
few years she has been in the George IV Sehriver: Charles B. O'Hara
Slippy McGee
Red River Ohios from Minnesota potato. He says, however, they should
sure1 that these two old grandfathers
The Inevitable
Pooperous hospital and did not seem to respond i from Marion G. O’Hara; Julia E. An- would die of hardening of the arteries
brought $1.65 per cwt., with 1 car of expect a nice run, true to variety, uni
Oomeler to the treatment hut failed daily and (1(1,.S()n lrom William Anderson; Olive before the match was finished. But
Purple Heights
mixed red and white stuff, $1.30.
form in type and relatively free from
Main Street.
Schuyler 9er death was not unexpected.
(; Sutherland from Miles G. Suther- these two old-timers actually lasted
Minnesota, Wisconsin and Michigan disease. There is no question hut
The sympathy of the community is ]an(J; Ka}i<> (;00(] irom Hanford Good: the five strings and to the casual onWounded Souls
Gibbs
round white stuff, bulk and sacked, that men who use good seed get a
West Wind Drift
rmiimings from Harry W. looker didn't seem to have nearly the
McCuteheon extended to her father and mother Louiso
$1.6001.75; Red River Ohios from better grade of potatoes as a crop.
Heart of Hemlock
Perry who reside near Bangor.
Minnesota, $1.6001.70 per cwt.; West Buyers discriminate between good and
Cummings: Stella R. Currie from \age(j and careworn expression that
Glen of High North
odv
ern Russets, sacked, $1.8502 cwt.
bad stuff heavily and, for this reason,
Osborne Currie; Elden Lee Terrell ! (heir rivals had.
The Trumpeter Swan Temple Bailey CHRISTMAS GIFTS
Wisconsin After 8eed Trade
from Lillian P. Terrell; Meddie KniMr. Brann is enthusiastic that the
Why, Jim Moir could have hit a
Man to Man
Gregory
Madison, Wis., Dec. 10.—Seed po number of users of pure seed in Wis
Ians from George F. Knilans; John
tooth-pick
every shot and hit it on
WORTH GIVING II. Seeley from Alice E. Seeley: Olive
A Poor Wise Man
Rinehart
tato inspection and certification in consin should increase quickly.
the south-east corner, too. if you ask
Poor Man’s Rock
Sinclair
Wisconsin is taken care of by J. W.
There is nothing more acceptable j B. Good from Walter Tyler Good:
Through organization, growers can
ed him to. And “ Pa” Lunt’s cross
Brann of the. Wisconsin College of demand better prices for their pota- J
for a Christmas gift than hooks, and , Mary E. Nic hols from Charles W.
--------------------fire was breaking like Eddie Cicotte’s
Agriculture Experiment Station. Dur toes and, on this account, growers who CHRISTMAS PACKAGES
while The TIMES Publishing Co. j Nichols; Karl H. Kulinder from Ellen
spit-ball and his control would make
ing the Wisconsin Potato Show, Mr. pse good seed are helping to build up
does not carry a large stock, we |Kulinder; Georgia H. Gardner from
DONE UP can get any hook that is published j James Gardner; Feme L. Munson you sick, if you were rolling against
Brann was active in advising all those the industry on a very firm basis. This
him. He had high single, 105, and
In need of seed stock where they year, 150,000 bu. of certified seed po[from Robert E. Munson; Bessie Belle
Many people at this season of the in a short time.
high average, 92 1-5.
could obtain seed that would be suit tatoes were inspected by Mr. Brann, |year are sending away their Christmas
Roosevelt's Life, by Hagerdon, for! White from George A. White; Guy M.
They are a thoroughly bad pair and
able for their individual needs.
the varieties being Rural New York- j packages and it is more or less trouble Boys makes a present that will he en- Connors from Catherine Connors;
it
will be a long time before we will
Wisconsin has two inspections the ers, Green Mountain, Triumphs, Early not to say anything about finding joyed in the evening by the hoys and Hazen R. Libby from Ruth E. Libby;
condescendto meet them again.
first of which investigators for purity Ohios and Irish Cobblers. This Wis paper and twine besides doing them reading this hook will not only inter Clara E. Lister from James Albert
Moir
92
87
87
82
91
439
and general freedom from disease as consin seed has been sent to all sec up so that they will not get broken. est them hut will give them much that Lister; Iva M. Holmes from Charles
87
105
97
84
88
461
wwn a t cultural conditions. The sec tions of the country, some Triumph
A.
Holmes;
Louise
A.
Yerxa
from
Lunt
The Shipping department of the they will remember. These are in
ond or bln inspection looks for such going as far south as the Bermuda TIMES Publishing Co. have facilities stock and can I) had upon applica Llewellyn P. Yerxa; Louise Hender-1
174 197 184 170 175 900
diseases as scab, black scurf and late Islands.
son from James A. Henderson; Hazel i
for doing this wrapping and if any tion.
blight as well as considers the type,
A. Clayton from Lyman S. Clayton; , Kelso
Another work which the Experiment one wishes their packages done up
82
86
96 102
84
450
quality and yield of the potato. The Station at Madison is fostering is the they may bring them to this office
Osgood the Jeweler is open every Harold A. Bubar from Zula A. Bubar; ! Fullerfinal Wisconsin seed product repre development of new grains in an en where they will be done up safely and evening until after Christmas to at Archie G. Levensailor from Pauline ! ton
72
86
85
94
77
414
sents the best that can be had under deavor to overcome the peculiar leaf properly, with a small charge for tend to the rush orders that are com Levensailor; Violet H. Lillev from I
Guy R. Lillev.
•
'
present conditions as nothing Is ac- troubles in the Triumph variety.
ing in.
154 171 182 196 161 864
paper and twine.

Commissioner of Education for Massachusetts Spoke Here
Monday Night Under Auspices of Woman’s Club

J
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The prosecution of war demands a foreign relations. The two men are
greater personal contribution from often hostile. Yet each is conscious
Established April 13, 1860
every individual than nations have of a certain strategic strength.
A L L T H E HOME N E W 8
Mr. Lodge, for example, naturalbeen prepared to make since the days
Published every Wednesday morning
of the marauding barbarians who ly wants to guide the nation’s forby the Times Publishing Co.
carried on war for personal profit, eign policies, as a spokeman of the
and so the people, blindly—or perhaps Senate and by virtue of his place
CHA8. H. FOGG, Pres. A Mgr.
would have been possible
their representative governments, not there.
__________
_ ,, . a
! luei1'
v. n
’."Y„ I
elected as
Subscription in U. • % •
. nce j so blindly— cheat themse\es m i toi ma”y
J )ul)lk.ans to name
In advance; in Cana a $ .
I inflation; tickle their greet
I resit e .
some one whose
Slagle copies five cents
, pape[. proflts neyer to be reap ed . (a s secretary o. state some
.........
----------- -------- ------7-----, „ „ „
! Upninmf higher wages for less work views would have been as antithetiAdvertising rates based upon sumt s , de
*
by the 8ame (,a| , () thoge of Loclge a8 may well
teed paid In advonce clrculatie
, ^ ^ i f t» y, ^ they enjoyed
times ,)e imaKtne(1. Nothing of that sort

! tution of the United States of Amer- whom we should like to visit. The
come back to him. He cannot afford
ica.
days, the weeks, the years go by to gouge you because it would put him
Detroit’s water-front is only a and we have not called. The friend
out of business.
twenty-mile step in a 3,000-mile boun- is taken away. We have put off the
Both his honor and his business
dary. Yet from January 1, 1920 when visit too long; we were too busy.
safety compel him to give you a
war-time prohibition expired in the
There is pleasure to be found in j sQuace deal.
Dominion of Canada, up to September a little trip to the country. It would
Think this over before the rush is
1. according to the best estimates ob- ■rest the husband and be a holiday on.
tainable 20,000,000 quarts of whiskey I tor tqe chjldren. But we are too
People who think twice before they
have flowed into the United States busy. We put it off until some other
from Canada through this one port , tjme an(j y)e other time seems never
... ........
'^ ^
We ^
^
|)usy
MODERN DRESS
ot entry,
_ _
Sum," of this whiskey was bought, There is a hundred little kindnesses
If Eve had worn a pair of those iv
on the Canadian side for as little a s . we should do ,, we onIy had th I
ory white shoes, her costume would
srntAred at the Post Office at Houlton j f Deace. and finally, in the name of { do we expect of the present admin- ( tourteen dollars for a case of twelve time
The chances pass, the time not have looked very much out
of
tor
circulation
second-class
....................
- at
----------An1“ ““
’
- . . upon -the istration. Instead we believe that bottles. On the American side it was ; never comes
w e are too busy for date after all.
social justice,
try to foist
postal rates.
few the burden that belongs to each Mr. Lodge will be
as well satisfied sold at from seventy-five to one hun- tju, kindnesses. We are too busy!
________t
Do you recall, Brother, the good old
and every one and from which with the choice of
secretary of state dred and twenty dollars a case. T h e, today. We are too busy week in
A ll Subscriptions are BI8CONTIN*
practically none can escape. And as he would be with the clerical ex- cost of transportation is roughly, ten i and week out. There is time for modest days when almost any wom
U E D at expiration
when these pretty bubbles of evasion ecutive of his own
committee. That dollars a case. The difference shows ■ everything if we
place the
iman,most
when asked
to go out, would say:
burst, the people, disappointed, must would he the case under the parlia- why the rum .fleet dares the law and j portant thing first.
We are too “ I haven’t anything to wear?” Well,
find a scapegoat. Then they creati
create1mentary system always; that will the river traffic.
busy over trivial matters to get the
MORE PRAI8E FOR M. A. A.
they don’t give that excuse any more.
out
of
a
figment
of
the
imagination
I
jn
effect
be
the
case
in
our
new
adAny
yet
out
of
this
all
what
has
reaj
good out of living.
When we
The Lewiston Journal speakes very
We recall, too, that it used to take
plainly to some of the automobile that evil spirit, the profiteer, who j ministration, if we foresee the fu-come? According to Mr. Palmer, lives get over our hurry, some day we them a long time to get ready to go
have been lost, murders have been shall live as we wish, we cheat ourowners in Lewiston and vicinity who corresponds so closely to the demon j ture aright.
anywhere. Now, we rush into the
In Mr. Harding’sharmonious
re- one- bankruptcy and ruin have been Sfc!iVes into believing. But the day
refuse to join the Maine Automobile who was presumed to desolate the
house and yell at friend wife: “ Put
lation to the Senate stands out one engendered, weeds are growing along j neVer comes. We come, we pass,
Association, on the ground that it is hopes of primitive man.
on your wrist watch and hat—we’re
Canadian river-front where once an(j we never know the joys of life, going to the opera.”
For six years we have been building of the great factors in the evoluresponsible for wbat the highway
commission does, there being consld- economic air castles in the face of a tion of the policies of his adminis- were fruitful farms, the hoes and other yye have been too busy to live. Too
At least it looks so now. garden tools have been put away, busy—ajWays too busy.
orable feeling in the Lewiston section catlcll8m. They have collapsed. The tration
We
shall
have a legislative leader- *’hile men and women have taken to >
______________
turn
of
events
is
stronger
than
the
•over the matter of road expenditure.
BANGOR & AROOSTOOK R. R.
ship
directly
reflecting
itself
in
the
»auor.
A
quarter
of
a
million
dollars
will
of
men.
We
have
had
a
debauch
The Journal is entirely right when
TIM E TABLE
T H IN K IN T IM E
in fines have been Paid b* these
it tells disgruntled car owners that the of fictitious prosperity and there is no administration’s leadership.
Corrected to Sept. 27, 1920
runners, once peaeful and
___ contented
_________
A word of caution even to the j
M. A. A. Is in no way responsible for more chance of averting the conse-!
Trains Dally Except Sunday
farmers.
And
although
their
homes
wisest
is not amiss at times.
I
quences
that
there
was
in
days
of
the
the attitude or shortcomings of the
A M IS TA K E N V IE W
From h
HOULTON
full of player-pianos and their
allll1
consulship of
of Plancus
"
..
may be tun
The season is approaching when a
rrom
o u lto n
Plancus if
if we
we looked!
looked
State Highway Commission. It is consulship
upon
the
wine
when
it
was
red.
We
i
The
Collapse
of
Prohibition
is
the
barns
full
of
automobiles,
it
is
doubtpeople
will
be
making
their
Christmas
a'
m
_
T
?
r
Fort
Fairfield, Caribou,
"Concerned in the highway commission must now psy —
the- piper.
---- -rk„
The kiii
bill tn.\
in- title
tttle of an article by John Anderson ,fuj
M, if
,f thev
they are
aro as
„ hannv
happy ns
„ ^
;, mirehases.
ptlroha„ , .
— ....... ................ ji „ , 9 q m Limestone and JTan
Van Buren.
US the body that w as created fo r the
eludes all the war loss which has not Palmer m Leslies Magazine. The
Nobody ever really not anvwho™ i, : T h M . e n , . , »
.
.
. 1
813 »• m .-ro r Bangor, Portland and
purpose o f highway improvement, and
yet been covered and all the waste ot “collapse- is wholly in the region of the r,m, husinesT tak.na h l n T
i
*
S ™ P‘ enl1' 1„ ,»
it casta lta Influence for such Improve our
castle-building interlude. In th is! Detroit, which goes to show that it and peace f , . .
PP ness
e past few years has not rea- »>. For As hand. Fort Kant. St.
ment as it does for all movements
a lea* in the dam. not its ^P r o h o r
tended to Improve transportation eold wor,d when one uses artiheia, j «• —
and to enact and enforce suitable
traffic laws. But the M. A. A. is no gloom of the morning after
plugged if it cost the nation as much been a„ th - I ph T h "
6 h&Ve
u
"
CtE eS that We buy from ■
limestone.
creature o f the highway commission,
! as it cost to send troops to France.
offpn pnn , Jh S r, ^ u. ! ° rt of thin« a bo“ se that is known for its honesty 142 p’ m
Ban^ . *>«*---------------------otten enouSh. Prohibition did not and its willingness to guarantee the * o«
L d and Bostonl i is with that body when the commis
sion it working for general highway MR. HARDING TO THE SENATE j
^
«>»•*-*«•
-.uaiity ot Us goods.
: •^
Z*
improvement, it is not with it when it
in admirable good taste were the ‘
J X T t h ^ u g h ihe^DetroU
ALWAYS t a c "
1 EC0n0my req“ ireS that
^
does not believe that proper politics words of the senator from Ohio t o 1n vPf
That w te way t a connect
Are
Z l
T° ° , BUSY
•ProPorti« " a‘ e to price.
" 8 03 p’
Van Bursn.
his associates when Congress reas- R ,
™
M terffay 8 a conaect
Art
too busy to live today? is
The home dealer is known to you.,
„
Due h o u lto n
are being followed.
It Is a mistake to believe that the M.
s m bZ
The o l a s L w r a notable |“ ^ d " is a, T l ° L «
o
th ‘ pm, 'io m o T '8™ Z
PM‘ ° ff ,Wlns He
^
» ^ od d y ;
«•
A. A. is acting for the interests of this one. Never before in the history of| b
Soe“ daaryd , “ e
,b« Uni^d —
’ W?
‘ 3 “ frle" d ° r
artlC‘e beCaU8e
would i■ 9.09 a. m.—From
.» CarihoT'
Van Burtn, Caribou
or that section. It is acting for the
and Fort Fairfield.
the
United
States
has
a
man
g
o
n
e
!
gtates
and
Canada,
a
liquid
harrier
^
—
general welfare of the state. With
12.54 p. m.—From Boston, Portland, Bani
gor and Greenville.
members in every county, it cannot from the Senate to the White House. \a^out a half mile in width, between
1.37 p. m.— From Limestone, Caribou and
Benjamin
Harrison
had
been
defeated
legalized
aridity
and
legalized
semitake up the crudgels in favor of one
Fort Fairfield.
section nor does it do so. Individual for re-election to the Senate before moisture. Its water traffic is endless,
3.00 p. m.—From St. Frances, Fort Kent,
he
was
chosen
for
the
presidency.
Under
ordinary
conditions,
t
h
e
members have their own rights and
also Van Buren, Washburn,
Presque Isle, via Squa Pan.
their own views and If they favor James A. Garfield had been elected average is a boat every three minutes,
6.21 p. m.—From Van Buren, Limestone,
certain building, they are perfectly to the Senate, at the time of his Slipping through the spaces in this
Caribou, Fort Fairfield.
within their rights to use their influ nomination, but had never taken his ijne 0f regular freighters are small,
7.59 p. m.—From Boston, Portland and
Bangor.
ence; but, as individuals, and not as seat. It is rather curious, all things but generally speedy, boats. Lightless
Time tables giving complete Information
the Maine Automobile Association.— considered, In view of the import- defiant of Federal and Dominion
may be abtained at ticket offices.
ance of the Senate, that no one of regulations, apparently heedless of
Bangor Commercial.
GEO. M. HOUGHTON,
its members has ever before occu- consequences, these little ships dart
General Passenger Agent, Bangor, Maine.
Mr. from shadows into darkness, challengT H E HOUSE T H A T T A X B U IL D 8 ■pied exactly the position of
T E A i s ^ o o d t e a
Harding.
ing destruction and death by fairly
Taxes, in their •direct application,
PROFESSIONAL CARBS
From the constitutional lodgment scraping steel stems, careless of the
will always be magnified and multi
of
the
greatest
decision
now
awaitcurses
of
harassed
navigators,
plied wherever they are levied on in
C. E. WILLIAMS, M. D.
These are the profit ships of produstry and business. The original ing Mr. Harding’s administration,
O FFICE A T RESIDENCE
his
relations
with
the
Senate
are
hibition.
the
rum-running
fleet
of
the
producer, say the manufacturer,
sure
to
be
closer
than
those
of
any
Detroit
River,
the
source
of
supply
of
129
Main St. Houlton, Me.
promptly puts the amount of the tax
and
the
sealed
air-tight
carton
other
President
in
our
history—so
illegal
liquor
for
the
entire
Middle
with something to spare into his sell
ing price and passes it along to the close in fact as to suggest the par- West. In the last eight months, the
keeps it "G o o d ".
DR. F. 0 . ORCUTT
liamentary scheme of government, total profits of this new industry
jobber.
D E N T IS T
Red Rose T ea com es to you
‘The jobber, getting his goods from There Is an obvious inconsistency in have reached the one hundred million
Fogg Block
with all its original rich strength
the manufacturer, pays the manu having our foreign relations man- mark. The half-mile journey quadfacturer’s tax, which has been passed aged at one end of the avenue, by a ruples the Selling price, if not the valand rare flavor fully retained.
DR. W. B. ROBEN
along to him, but he puts it into his personal appointee of a President, ue of the liquid cargoes. So, night
O
S
TE
O PA TH IC P H Y S IC IA N
and
at
the
other
end
by
a
senator
after
night,
these
boats
make
mockery
telling price. He also puts into his
who
has
worked
his
way
to
the
of
the
Volstead
Act
as
well
as
the
Suite
13 & 14 Mansur Block
selling price his own tax which he
himself pays directly into the Treas- chairmanship of the committee on Eighteenth Amendment to the Consti-
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RfDROSE

nryThe wholesaler, getting his goods
from the jobber, pays both the manu
facturer’s and the jobber’s taxes,
which have been passed along to him.
hut he puts them into his selling
price. He also puts into his selling
price his own tax which he himself
directly pays Into the Treasury.
The retailer, getting his goods from
the wholesaler, pays the manufactur
er’s tax, the jobber’s tax and the
Wholesaler’s tax, which have been
passed along to him, but he puts them
all Into his selling price. He also
puts into his selling price tho tax
which he himself pays directly into
the Treasury.
Then all these taxes which have
been rolling up like a snowball come
down upon the ultimate consumer
getting from th? retailer his goods j
tied up with the magnified and multi-!
plied taxes all in one bundle. He
can’t pass them along to anybody j
else. The passing is at the end of its |
Tun. He can’t dodge them as long as j
he eats food, wears clothes and pays ;
rent.
!

b e t t e r h e a lt h
Tour own doctor will tell you that poor health often starts
with an upset of stomach and liver. Y’ ou know the prevail
ing symptoms and the very first thing to do is to relieve the
bowels—-not by swallowing a convenient bit of physic but
by taking a thoroughly good and scientifically prepared
blood purifier. The standard remedy for years is that pure
* * L. F. Atwood” Medicine, endorsed by thousands of Maine
pehple, many of whom you know. It has helped them; it
surely will benefit you.

Reduce the Cost o f Production
with Essex Fertilizers
A R O O ST O O K C O U N TY potato growers
met the labor shortage by maintaining
production through the efficient use of ma
chinery. They will meet the present chang
ing conditions and lower prices by reducing
the cost of production.

Sixty doses in a 50 cent bottle,. Ask your dealer, or send
for a free sample to the ” L. F .” Medicine Co.. Portland, Me.

j

O U R ECONOMIC AIR

Maximum crops at minimum cost are
obtained with ESSEX Fertilizers. They
double the yield per acre.

j

ESSEX Fertilizers are balanced in the
proper proportions of ammonia, phosphoric
acid and potash. These essentials of plant
food are derived from the most productive
sources — bone, blood and meat fortified
with Nitrate of Soda, Sulphate of Ammonia
and high-grade German Potash. All potash
used in these fertilizers is imported by us
direct from Germany.

C A 8T L E 8 COLLAPSE

To a large extent, the financial and j
Industrial difficulties that we have j
passed through and the still greater
difficulties that we have yet to en- j
counter, are the unavoidable conse- 1
quences of the war. But they are also
largely due to the individual and
collective effort to escape the in- 1
evitable sacrifice—an effort inspired !
and guided by ttaie economic illiteracy, i

Feod f or Energy
Cod-liver oil enersizes and creates a
buttress o f strength
that fo rtifie s tne
w hole body.

ESSEX Fertilizers provide for heavy
feeding from planting time until the end of
the growing season. They supply plant
food that is available and specially adapted
to the needs of the potato.
|

E S S E X o rg a n ic F e rtiliz e rs are th o r 
oughly dependable and assure large and
p ro fita b le y ield s. O rd er y ou r su p p ly
TODAY.

SCOTT’S
EMULSION
is cod-liver oil in its
best possible form.
If winter is claimiBBf ing its toll upon
m
your vitality, take
JJjL Scott's Emulsion.

ESSEX

i

So altogether good —they fairly melt in your mouth.
Dealers supplied by wholesale grocers at
Presque Isle - Bangor or Portland, Me.
F . L . Jones Co,.

—

Cracker Lasers

—-

Eangor, Me.

COMPANY

Branch of Consolidated Rendering Co.

Fresh - Crispy - Flaky - Try Today!
i

FERTILIZER

Boston

J. C. MOIR, General Agt., Houlton, Me.

Mass.

1
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My friends, don’t be “ knockers,” |In some cases the French officers have sulted by German officials, who treat tions to German Mayors to convince
ment houses, and they are filled with
, , the win(iow “ No Vacancies.’’ there are too many of them in Maine, consented but have found themselves them as traitors of the fatherland.
lovelorn maidens that they have noth
If you .top to #ud out what your
a cdonUnua, 8tream o( people arriv. but be boomers, be boosters, join the confronte(j with numerous difficulties,
Berlin does not approve of such ing in.common with the French con
wages will b6,
,
|.
d ieaVing, coming and going, Co-; boosting club (Chamber of Commerce)
1their semi-wives frequently being in unions, as is shown by recent instruc quering heroes along the Rhine.
And how they will clothe and feed i va-et-vient,
®
is characteristic of South let the outside world know about
you
ern California, there is nothing set ! Maine’s natural resources; its com'Willie, my son, don’t g o ‘ on the Sea, tled; cities have grown so fast, that j mercial advantages; its ideal climate
Foil the Sea will never need you.
tie people have had no time to set- i and all the good things there are in
jhPw"*
If you ask for the season of every tie. In many places you will find as j Maine. I have seen California. I
•
r f i jg S r i K
command,
j many real estate agents as there are l shall soon return to Augusta to play
And argue with people about you, houses, oftentimes the same house j my part, teaching the people one of
Willie, my son, don’t you go on the j changes owners five or six times dur |the most beautiful languages of tho
Land,
ing a year, but the old bargain time ‘ world and to do ^whatever else I can
For the Land will be better without is over, property, city and country, i to promote the welfare of the city.
I you.
N. N. Aubin
is sold at a premium. There was a
If you stop to consider the work you time, only five and six years ago a i Long Beach, California, Nov. IS. 1920.
have done.
man could settle comfortably with
And boast what your labor is worth, four or five thousand dollars, but that
FRANCO-GERMAN
dear,
time is no more.
Angels may come for you. Willie, my
MARRIAGES ARE
This is the land of “ perpetual sunson,
INVALIDATED BY BERLIN
sh ne,” a blazing sun during the day
But you’ll never be wanted on earth,
and cold and chilly nights, many times
Scores of French officers in •the
dear,
tho temperature changes forty-five de
Rhineland are wondering whether they j
— Rudyard Kipling.
grees in six hours, and I am told by
doctors that this dry season of Six are really married, as a result of a ;
$ 1 AY AT HOME THIS WINTER and seven months has an enervating declaration from Berlin invalidating j
A very interesting letter recently effect on the human system and not all marriages in German territory |
.appeared in the Kennebec Journal.
all are able to stand the long strain. which were not performed before Ger-,
T o the Editor of the Kennebec Journal I was surprised the other day when
man priests or officials.
I with through the columns of your someone told me that people die in
It seems that the charms of the |
valuable and excellent paper to ex- California. I said it is impossible.
flaxen
haired maids along the Rhine j
' press my sincere appreciation to the Everything is done so quietly that no
i
many friends who have written to me one notices a funeral. As soon as a have proved too much for the hearts
4 $ c e 1 left Augusta a few months ago, person dies the funeral director goes of French army officers, who began j
^inquiring about the conditions of after the body, and the service is
donning horizon blue and escorting
Southern California.
strictly private in the Director’s Chap
Last week the Detroit Free Press el. Ambulance is used for transport- j the Gretchens before the commanding j
and other Middle West papers had ing the body, there is no hack or pro-1 officers; who, under military law,
columns concerning the actual condi cession. It is done in such a way as ; have the right to perform marriage
tions of California and warning the not to attract the attention. This is j ceremonies.
What is more appropriate for a
people of Michigab and other States why people do not die in California. | The interallied Rhineland Commis
n o f to come to California. The warn
Some of our Maine people were j sion then assumed full control of the
Christmas Gift? Photographs carry
ing would also apply to all the East probably shocked to hear the report! occupied regions but referred all re
the personal feeling that no ready
ern States, and the Maine
people of t;he last election in California— quests for marriage to the German
authorities,
holding
that
the
French
shobld take notice.
people of this State voted wet— but
made gift can convey.
‘ There is a surplus of labor in every don t be hard in judging these people; commanders no longer were the au
city, more men than jobs, and every the Maine people might do the same thority on marital ceremonies.
A dozen Personality Portraits made
Franco-German alliances thus far
jiay men are discharged, some offering if they were obliged to drink Califor
have
proved
fairly
happy,
as
not
a
sin
their services for their room and nia water. The drinking water is j
by the Klein Studio will solve at once
board. The outlook may not be alarm medicinal; it contains sulphur and gle divorce has been applied for in
twelve perplexing gift problems.
ing yet, but the situation is becoming alkali; but how can we help ourselves the internationalized families, but the
devoted
Gretchens,
due
to
pressure
serious.
people of Maine, to be anything but I
All photographs carefully made in
' The housing condition is also an temperate, drinking such pure cold from German relatives, are insisting
other problem to take into considera spring water as we have everywhere that the ceremonies must be perform
our usual way will be finished from
ed as Berlin dictates in order to in
tion. Only a few days ago the Los in Maine.
all sittings made up to and including
Angeles Chamber of Commerce asked
I like California. I like its valleys; sure the legitimacy of their offspring.
the Army Department of Washington of orange and walnut groves, its high ,
December 22nd, ready for Christmas
to loan them five thousand army tents. mountain peaks covered with snow. 1 1
use.
Many of thote arriving every day like its congenial, progressive and I
oahnot afford to pay high rent, many Democratic and, intensely religious j
o f them are poor'working men, and people.
Arrange for an appointment
I
the city Is called to provide places for
I like California because Maine’s j
Huv 'b Instant relief. Fsiryfoot is the
immediately
only real bunion cure. It bring1* imme
the new coipers.
best blood was injected into its veins.,
diate pain relief—literally melt* the bun*
ion away without pain or discomfort.
In every place there is a “ tent city” Some of the most prominent men j
provided by the city. Many people were from Maine, men of high ideals!
have to live in tents through the cold of big heart and philantropic spirit
FREE T R I A L
end rainy season; others
live in who spent their lives and means to
* garages, or in any old buildings. A build this great commonwealth of Cal
working man is unable to pay high ifornia.
rent, not having steady work. A house
I am prou<^ to be a citizen of Maine.
Bunion
V N /Normal
of six rooms on a lot of 50x100, at 15 I aur proud of its honorable record. I
F oot
F oot Ncir Studio FrnirJi l)rmj Store I>ntiding
minutes walk to the business section, am proud of its invigorating w inter,1
Cor. Cxmrt and Main Strs., Houlton
rents for $70.00 a month, this house of its refreshing summer breeze. I am ;
is on the market for sale at $15,000. proud of its mountains, and its green
It make* no difference bow bad poor bonlon
U—how often you have failed to get rid of it
Aqpther house of four small rooms valleys. I am proud of its lakes, |
er how skeptic*! you may be. Just give Kairyxoot * fair trial at our risk and you will be
in* a back alley rents^for $60.00 a rivers and streams. I am proud of its
positively convinced. Get a box of Falryfoot
today. If not satisfied return and get your
month. A single furnished apartment people. I am proud to say to the Cali-:
money back. This Is oar guarantee.
rents from fifty to seventy-five dollars fornians I am from Maine, the best
O. F. FRENCH & SON
a month; there are hundreds of apart- State of the Union.
Cor. Court & Main Strs
m uk

C E D V IW

W T t O B U Y IV E i

W hen in Doubt G ive

Photographs

A Gift Beyond
Value &

NCk AAaRE'l

BUNIAN PAIN!
W
J
l i a i o o TJL.

A1 b e r t E . K l e i n

j ____

★

T h i s is t h e Y e a r t o M a k e Y o u r C h r i s t m a s D o l l a r s C o u n t

Buy Him

Som ething

To Wear

Cravats

Stylish Hats

That are different
C Q C to $ 2 - 5 0

M ake acceptable gifts
$ 4 - 5 0 to $ 0 .5 i

Mufflers

Packard Shoes

and Silk Neck Scarfs
$ J .50 to 0 .0 0

$

Bath Robes
and Lounging Robes
$ y .o o to $ j g .o o

Fine Hosiery

The things listed here will make fine gifts and they are

All color combinations
$ J . 5 0 to

Rubbers, 1st quality

Notice Our Big Cut .in Clothing

Silk, Madras or Flannel
$ £ . 0 0 to $ 0 . 0 0
%

Handkerchiefs

For men and boys
0 .0 0 to 0 .0 0

$

Men’s Suits

Boys' Suits

$18.00 “ $50.00

Boys' Overcoats

$25.00 “ $45.00

$5.00

Don’t Wait

Latet patterns
$ ^ .50 to $ 0 . 0 0

>

j
{

$25.00

I

Start Now

x

Suit Cases
as
Fine assortment
^ g
$frg.OO
O -0 0 to $ 4
C .0 0

Leather Bags
That are real Leather
$ 0 . 0 0 to $ 0 0 . 0 0

Men’s Gloves
Lined and unlined

E r v in & E r v in
The Place to Buy Christmas

Spend Them

$

I

$7.50 “ $20.00

A magnificent line
J g C to $^| .00

W inter Caps

Light and heavy
$ ^ .50 to $0.00

Carter Underwear

Men’s Overcoats
Dress Shirts

0 .oo

wonderful values of reliable merchandise we guarantee

Cotton, Silk and Worsted
g Q C to $ g . 5 0

Sweaters

$y.oo to

At bargains

Here W h ere

Presents

for

Men

T h e y W ill Buy

•

Fashions Latest

Mackinaws
For* mer
men, and boys
$4 A 00 to $4 A . 00

1 0 0 0 10 $1 8

the

Most
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Only Ten Days More—W e ll Say Merry C h r i s t m a s ,

Now

------------------------------------ ------------------------------W e wish everyone a -------------------------------------------------------------------

/Ifoerrs Christmas
and a Happy New Year

We hope the New Year will bring us all good cheer. To wind up the old year
we have stocked our store full of good things. Gifts for all, Mother, Father, Son,
Daughter, Sweethearts, Grandma and Grandpa. <J Do your Christmas Shopping
now and avoid the rush—don’t wait until the last minute. The best selections
can be made now. We wish to thank our many patrons and friends for their
kindness to us in the past year, and we shall endeavor to merit a continuance of
--------------------------------- same for the coming year-------------- ------------------Santa Claus Now at
This Store

r

Look at the many things he has
brought especially for the kiddies

O vr store is packed, crammed and jammed
full of things suitable for Christmas Gifts.
Everything and anything you want for ‘him’
or ‘her’ is here.

W e cannot list every item

that we have, but we would like you to
make this store your headquarters for [Chrismas Gifts.

I

Don’t forget that everything in

this store in the wearing apparel line is being
sold at cost prices

. W / A V / . V A * / A V . V . V . ’ . V . V . V . V . V . V . V . V A 'V .V .* .W A V .W A * A % V % % W iV . * A V W W iIiV a O

A Few More Things

.■ v
M A R K E T ^
s q iX A R E

E V E R Y T H IN G

( ’oats
! 'urs
Beads
1losiery
Suits
( loves
Kimonos
Skirts
Ribbons
Sweaters
I tresses
Jewelry
Bathrobes
Corsets
Rompers
Cettieoats
Silk Umbrellas
Neckwear
Fur Coats
Shopping Bags
Camesoles
( Ieorget t e Waist s Underwear
Knit Gloves
Silk envelope Chemise
Baby Bathrobes

One Hundred Other Items

IN LADIES WEAR
>
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Everything went well for 14 ft. “Witching” but I can’t help thinking
50,000,000
Dr. Thomas U. Coe, a physician,
WATER WITCHING
down and then we struck not water these men were mightly good guess- found time to look after an estate
5.000. 000
Editor Houlton Times
but solid blue ledge. Nevertheess I ers.
2.000. 000
which he inherited and increased it
Dear Sir:
had good courage and went and got a
J. F. Hussey. to
approximately
$5,000,000.
He
I have read with considerable in hand drilling outfit and a man that
Italy is being maligned by a con
$192,000,000
owned
six
entire
townships
in
north
Total
terest the articles in your paper on
centration of German propaganda
ern and eastern Maine largely cov
In Kansas and Virginia enabling acts “Water Witching’’ and thought I knew how to use it and we went at BANGOR HOME OF
which is seeking to isolate the coun
that ledge and two feet down we got
ered with timber.
were
approved,
the
voters
in
Virginia
would tell my experience and if you
try first from France, then England
MAINE LUMBER KINGS
Joseph P. Bass, newspaper pub
indorsing an issue of $50,000,000. Cali see fit to print it. your readers can a vein of excellent water that has
and finally the United States, and
The
filing
of inventories of the lisher, was also heavily interested in
supplied
us
ever
since.
fornia voted to authorize the increase take it for what it is worth.
most of the stories which have been
Since then I had occasion to dig a estates of four multi-millionaires who timber, leaving an estate of over $3,About twenty years ago during a
sent to newspapers from the north of the interest rate on highway bonds
from 4H per cent to 6 per cent. In- very dry time an apple tree agent well on another farm and a man who have died within the last three years 000,000. Frederick W. Hill, known
of Italy are absolutely lacking in
didn’t claim to be an expert, but said calls renewed attention to the little as the “ Silent Smith” of Maine,
foundation,' says"sylve'flter"w7Labrot, |eluded in the total of highway im- stopped at our house and got dinner.
the hazel would work for him, went city of 25,000 population as the home owned large pine forests in this State
former vlce-preeident of the National provement money ie the amount au- During the meal'the drought was the
over the ground and told me that of Maine lumber kings. The inven and also accumulated money from
Park Bank who has returned to Paris thorlzed by the voters of New Jersey subject talked of most and I told him
where I had decided to dig I would tories together amount to something western timber. He left more than
from an exhaustive investigation of lor the vehicular tunnel.
our water supply had failed and I
have to go about 50 ft. but showed me over $18,000,000.
$2,500,000.
Italian conditions.
Highway improvement bonds had thought of digging a well. He said if
John Cassidy, who came from Ire
several other places where I could
He said the country is prospering, previously been authorized since 1918, I would find him some good wild
It isn’t work that kills men, it is
get water nearer the surface, but land with a pack on his back, left
that agriculture is being conducted on in these amounts by the States nam apple or hazel crotches he would .
none of them was convenient so I $8,000,000 which is believed to be the worry. Work is healthy; you can
the most scientific lines and that ed
locate water for me.
1dug in the first location and paid for largest fortune ever accumulated in hardly put more upon a man than he
$25,000,000
Well I had heard of the like being j
there is not an acre of available Alabama
60,000,000 done but had no faith in it, yet to 54 ft. of a hole, but they drilled Maine. In addition to lumbering can bear. Worry is the rust upon
ground which is not devoted to the Illinois
50.000. 000please him I went and found some j several feet after they struck the operations, he was a banker and had the blade. It is not the revolution
growth of some crop, while the spirit Michigan
vein.
a wholesale grocery and other busi that destroys the machinery; it is the
50.000. 000hazels for him and he started from
of the whole people is turned against Pennsylvania
ness
interests.
friction.—Henry Ward Beecher.
Now
I
don’t
claim
to
believe
in
40.000.000 the house door and wandered about j
the Bolshevist ideals manifested last California
22,500,000
month by small groups of disgruntled Oregon
the yard till he “ picked up a vein” j
10 000 000and followed it to a point directly
Maine
labor leaders.
4.500.000 between the house and barn and drove
*T have made a special Inquiry re South Dakota
4.000. 000
a little stake for a mark for me to
garding the tales of farms being Utah
2.800.000 start digging by.
seised and can assert that they are Wyoming
1.000.000
I smiled to myself, thinking thaf he
untrue/’ he said. “ There may have Nevada
3,000,000
Maryland
could see where the well ought to be
been some lands taken in out of the
$272,800,000 for convenience and was putting up a
Total
way areas, \ but there has been no
In four States proposals to issue big bluff, but after he went away to
general movement. And lands seiz
ed were those hidden in the moun road improvement bonds were beaten satisfy my curiosity I hooked up my
tains and were not useful for exten at the election on November 2. These horse and drove 5 or 6 miles and got
sive production. Generally speaking, States are Florida, where $20,000,000 another man who I had heard could
Italy is working better, with a more was sought; Montana, where $15,000,- locate water, but before I went I
definite aim than any other European 000 was asked for; Washington, where drove the stake out of sight into the
the road builders wanted $30,000,000, ground.
country.
Well No. 2 went through about the
“ 8o far as America is concerned the and New Mexico, whose voters de
Italians still are as friendly as when feated a $2,000,000 proposal on the same manouvers as No. 1 and stopped
within a few inches of the hidden
President Wilson’s doctrine invaded ground the money was not needed.
If the States now contemplating or stake which, by the way, he knew
Europe. In fact, the Italian courtesy
to America reaches the limits which carrying out extensive programes of nothing about as I had not told him
are often embarrasing to villagers who road improvement get their money’s of the apple tree man.
I asked each of these men how far
think nothing of accompanying Amer worth, a great improvement in our
ican visitors for miles along the highways will result. Moreover, good they thought I would have to dig to
rocky roads to be sure they*do not roads in any State so clearly demon get water and each told me 16 or 18
strate their economy and usefulness ft. they thought. So I started digging
miss the route.
“But the principal evidence of that once the people have begun to by hand as there was no well digging
Italy’s saneness and soberness is the build them they are likely to keep the machine near and labor was cheap
then.
constant expression of a desire to good work up.
maintain law and order,” he added.
“I personally saw a great celebration
in Rome a fortnight ago when 50,000
men, representing all classes from
newsboys to the heads of vast busi
ness firms, gathered before the statue
we could not give you the quality for which this flour is famous.
of King Victor Emanuel to take a
Our big mill is located rgiht in the heart of the richest wheat
pledge to observe the country’s laws.
It was a marvellous expression of the
growing section of the country.
country’s opposition to Bolshevistic
methods and sufficiently assured
There is so much wheat from which to choose that we can and
foreign financiers that the country
do
select only the very best as good enough for William Tell.
still is worthy of respect and con
fidence.
By being equally particular in every manufacturing detail, we
M. Labrot has talked with scores of
know that William Tell is fine and clean and pure.
bankers who are optimistic that Ital
I!
ian industry soon will show a mark
w m
• *1
ed Improvement, as the workers,
HU:
since the downfall of their Soviet
attempt, have become convinced they
must cooperate with the managers
:*i%,
and owners or face universal disaster.
If you are particular about your baking,
West Virginia

ITALY PROSPERS
Colorado
SAYS BANKER Idaho

J

. .

Unless you are particular in your choice,
you are not likely to get the best. If
we were not so particular about the
wheat we buy for
W illiam Tell
Flour

just tell your grocer— WILLIAM TELL

WHAT THE ELECTION
DID FOR HIGHWAYS
At the election on November 2 the
sum of $271,000,000 was voted by the
Hectors of six States for improvement
o f their transportation systems, ac
cording to figures collected by the Na
tional Automobile Chamber of Com
merce. This expenditure will supple
ment the $272,800,000 for improve
ments authorized by twelve other
States since 1918. The Federal Gov
ernment’s contribution to highway
improvements in the same period is
set at $180,000,000.
■ It will be seen that since the fight
in g stopped in Europe the better part
of three-quarters of a billion dollars
has been appropriated for road build
ing in this country, no account being
taken in this computation of the great
sums devoted to it by counties, cities,
towns and incorporated villages.
Under appropriations now in force
or authorised the expenditure of $550,000,000 on road building is expected in
1921. Seven of the eight States which
on November 2 acted favorably on
proposed highway bond issues or en
abling acts did so for the first time in
their history. The States in which
highway bond issues carried and the
amounts authorized are:
Missouri
$60,000,000
Minnesota
75,000,000

< jU
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C offee that delights
M aine folks and
folks w h o visit
Maine folks.
Your neighborhood dealer
sells this superior coffee.

Jlsk for it!
THURSTON and KINGSBURY CO..

Bangor, Maine.

This Burden
Again?

a*

A campaign of propaganda is being
waged to restore the traffic in
liquor. Pressure toward that end
is certain to be exerted on Con
gress. W ill we again shoulder al
cohol’s old grievous load of taxation,
affliction and crime?

M other Spreads—

Gem Nut .
Margarine—Thick
She knows it is good for her
children. It is wholesome. Made
from oil pressed from choicest cocoanuts, peanut oil, Pasteurized milk,
and salt.
It is fresh. Made dailv in fourteen conveniently located factories.
It is clean. Not a hand touches
Gem Nut, either in manufacture or
in packing.
It is economical. Saves materi
ally on the grocery bill, so mother
can be generous when she spreads
the bread.
Gem Nut is ideal for cooking; its
delicacy of flavor adds to the good
ness of cakes, pastries, and sauces.
Order a carton today.

W e w ill n o t! says the National
Grange. Throughout its long and
noteworthy career it has fought on
the side of temperance, combating
the evil and waste wrought by
liquor. It has stood consistently for
clean manhood and womanhood,
for high ideals and for strict observance of the law.
ft

The Grange is still aligned just as
firmly as ever on the side o f right. It
believes that the nddance o f liquor
helped greatly to sustain this coun
try in the difficult period o f afterwar adjustment. C on gress m u s t
k n o w th a t th e fa rm ers o p p o s e
th e r e s to r a tio n o f liq u or.
Y ou who believe in a clean America
can help insure it in no better way
than by joining the Grange. It is a
mighty powrer for progress; as such
it merits your support.

Swift & Company, U. S. A .

Jb

TRY G

entlem an

.

AROOSTOOK COUNTY POMONA GRANGE, NUMBER SEVEN
Mrs. Charles A. Stetson, Sec’y
Caribou, Maine

Manufacturers of
Swift’s
Premium
Oleom argarine

T he C o u n t r y G e n t l e m a n , the
great national weekly o f profitable
farming, also stands unswervingly
for a clean and orderly national life.
It seeks not only to inform, but to
inspire through its news o f farm suc
cess. Y ou will find in its 52 big
weekly issues many helpful articles
and much wholesome entertainment
—all for $1.00. We urge the double
advantage o f being a member o f the
Grange and a reader o f T h e C O U N 

Ray D. Hewes, Master
Easton, Maine

Dear Secretary: I ’m glad to see the Grange being pushed with good advertising. And here’s my dollar for
T he
o u n t r y e n t l e m a n for a year— 52 weekly issues. Please forward my order to the Publishers at
Independence Square, Philadelphia, Pa.

C

Sweet
Pure

G

M y Name

Clean

.State.

5-F
Italian.an

%
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Generally the roads built at that that were unnecessary, if Sir Janies
C L A S S I F I E D ADS
CLASSI FI ED ADS
CLASSI FI ED ADS
time were macadam, 12 feet wide and Cantile is to be credited.—Press.
Ladies Brat I -t Watches $20.00 up at
6 inches thick. Soon the width was
Cigarette Cases at Cost at Osgood’s.
Osgood’s. See them.
Save at least Five Dollars on Gentle
A dispatch from Washington says increased to 14 feet. Later many
Courtesy costs nothing, and yet it
men’s \Vatehe3 at Osgood's,
Fountain
Pens
at
Osgoods.
En
graved
Free too.
prices of mixed fertilizer quoted by were widened still farther, some very pays bigger dividends to the man or Horse Wanted — Immediately good
driving horse for its keep this
Coupons for typewriter ribbons may
concrete woman who possesses it than any
manufacturers are too high, the de successfully, by adding
winter. Tel. 207-3. Fremont Wilson. Oliver Typewriter For Sale. Practibe exchanged at the TIMES office
shoulders
on
each
side
of
the
exist
partment of agriculture declares in a
other requisite they have.
tf
cullv new. May be seen at the for any machine.
ing
macadam.
This
method
of
im
statement sent to the manufacturers. |
TIMES office.
2S Special Lot o* Diam ond Ring Bargains
‘‘Manufacturers who exact an unjust proving roads makes it possible for
just received at Osgood's.
Front
Room
Furnished
on
street
floor.
HOULTON
TRUST
COMPANY
profit will be subject to prosecution.” j traffic to continue unimpeded on the
fur runt For information apply to
the stateme. ' says.
i road while the work is going on.
Annual Meeting
Girls Wanted for Clothes Pin Factory
TIMES office.
at Davidson. Good wages and steady
The macadam roads in Maryland
The annual meeting of the share M o n e y back w ithout question
Malnter.ai
of high; prices for fer
F c ’ Sale— A few choice Barred Rock work, inquire at office of Summit
H U N T ’S S a l v e fails in t h j
tilizers while farm products prices art! have given very good satisfaction, but holders of the Houlton Trust Company if
Coekerals, Thompson strain. ( ’. H. Lumber Company. Houlton or write
will be held at the Banking rooms of t r e a t m e n t o f I T C H , E C Z B M A ,
dropping may result in a curtailment continuous care has been largely res said Trust Company, Tuesday, the R I N G W O R M . T E T T E R or
Nickerson,
Tel. MUM.
tf
25Up to above Company at Davidson.
o t h e r itching skin diseases.
of the use of fertilizers and a reduc ponsible for their success. The roads 4th day of January, 1921, at 10 o'clock T r y a 73 cent box. at our risk.
Milk
at
18
cents per quart. That Subscriptions for any Magazine or
tion in acreage and yield per acre are constantly patrolled and no hole in the forenoon, for the election of
L E IG H T O N
is what it can be bought for a t , Newspaper may be left at the
Trustees
and
Executive
Board
from
of
any
size
is
allowed
to
go
unrepair
of crops, the statement says.
Millar’s Court street grocery.
TIMES Office, where the lowest price
ed. Material for patching is kept at said Trustees, and such other business
can be obtained.
as mav legallv be done.
A nice Umbrella makes a fine Xmas
convenient points along the road for
‘ WILFORD FULLERTON,
NEW ANESTHETIC
present. You will find a nice assort A Valued Subscriber says “ Every time
the use of the patrolman. From a
Treasurer.
ment at Anderson's Xmas Shoe Sale.
that I have used these columns for
USED IN RUSSIA relatively small investment in admit Houlton, Me., Dec. 11, 1920.
250 selling articles, they have been suc
cessful.’’ Try them.
, An anesthetic with relatively no tedly low-type road it builds up a
Solid Gold Cuff Links and Waldemar
danger and “ pleasant to take” is said better one from year to year, always
Chains at Osgood's.
Typewriter Ribbons for all Machines
HOULTON FURNITURE CO.
to have been produced and used in conserving the bulk of the previous
as well as Carbon Paper made by
The Christmas price reductions at Webster—There’s none better,
BUZZELL’S
the hospitals of Soviet Russia. Dr. investment.
Call
Anderson’s Shoe Store, surely show or send to TIMES Office.
Marcou, once an interne of the Paris
LICENSED EMBALMER AND
where good shoes can be bought
hospital, describes the process in an
FUNERAL DIRECTOR
It’s not HOW MUCH you know— it’s cheap.
250
Wanted to purchase collections of old
the useful knowledge that counts. No
article written for L’Information. He REFUSE ENTRY ON
Phone 161-W— Day or Night
postage stamps, old envelopes con
For
a
good,
useful,
sensible,
low
pric
education comes so near to meeting
SHIPMENT OF FAKE
asserted that he watched the new
ed present, choose some of the good taining postage stamps issued prior
thf needs of the average young man
method used in Petrograd hospitals.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
or woman as a business education. It trades at Anderson’s Christmas Shoe to 1880. E. B. Brown, 56 Chambers
SPANISH SAFFRON Whereas,
Fred W. McBurnie of costs little and pays big. Right now Sale.
250 street, New Haven, Connecticut.
He attributes Its experimental use on
One of the most ingenious dyestuff Presque Isle In the County of Aroos
9p
is
the
time
to
get
it.
New
up-to-date
j
animals to Professor Kravkoff and frauds that have come to the atten
Rough Pulpwood Wanted. In large or
took and State of Maine, by his
its application to operations on per tion of officials was discovered a mortgage deed dated the Fourth day courses. O. A. Hodgins, Prin., Houl- i small quantities, loaded on cars, on A 7
l ???
ton, Me.
i
sons to Professor Fedovoff, ^formerly week or so ago by chemists of the of May A. D. 1918, and recorded in
II, b. A. R. R. south of Houlton, Write Bowdoin strect, corner Maple con.
the Aroostook Registry of Deeds, Vol.
or telephone Chas. W. Bowers. Sher :
n tw0.thirds of an ^
land.
surgeon of the emperor.
United States Department of Agricul
Dr. Marcou says the patient awakes ture, when a Spanish product shipped 303, Page 545, conveyed to one Michel
man Mills, Me. ______
1244 housecontains at! modern conTeniMichaud of Frenchville in said County
from the sleep produced by It a little :o this country as saffron was put to of Aroostook, certain real estate
Holiday Greetings— In s e l e c t i n g ences. hardwood floors, furnace and
heavy in the head but without nau
Christmas gifts don’t forget that we electric lights. Price on application
t:he test, and as a consequence re situate in said Presque Isle, to wit:
tf
have a fine line of fancy articles, gifts to Mrs. Mary Drake, Tel. 341-4.
Lot Numbered Three in Section
sea or ill effects.
fused entry.
suitable
for
everyone.
Nice
line
of
Numbered
Twenty-six
situate
in
that
It is methylpropylcarbinol in the
Saffron, which is used as a dyestuff
waists and hosiery. Why not buy a $1200 Cash Secures 175-Acre Equip
proportion of one to 100 parts of and also as a medicine and as a part of said town of Presque Isle
hat? All trimmed and untrimmed
ped Farm with haying machinery,
which was formerly the town of Mayswarm, salty water that does the busi
shapes this week at exactly % price. plows,
harrows,
potato
sprayer,
spice, represents the dried stigma of ville, containing one hundred eight
Mrs. M. A. Randall, Bridgewater, Me. vehicles, harnesses, horse, cow, 5b
ness, he says. This is injected direct crocus. As it is necessary to pick the and 36-100 acres, more or less, accord
bu. potatoes, 100 bu. oats, large quanti
ing to the survey and plan of said
ly into a large vein in the elbow and
Unusually good business oppertunity ty hay, 12 cords stovewood, etc., on
flowers over carefully by hand, the
the hollow tube is left la the vein so product is very costly, retailing in town of Maysville made and return
Store, stock and saw mill (water improved road, progressive town; 75
ed to the Land Office in 1858 by John
more may be pumped in as needed.
power and steam) one half mile from acres dark loam tillage; 20-cow brookGardiner, surveyor; also Lot Number
this country for about $15 a pound.
When from 100 to 200 grams of the
Candy -—a word that in itself spells tide water, one and one half miles watered pasture; estimated 800 cords
A consignment billed as saffron was ed Two in Section Numbered Twenty-!
from station; practically no competi wood, 50,000 ft. timber, mill nearby;
six
in
that
part
of
said
town
of
[
liquid have been put in the blood the held at Savannah on suspicion as to
the sum and substance of all gift
tion. Will show one of the best
Presque
Isle
which
was
formerly
the
!
patient sleeps but there still re
giving. The gift that never goes propositions in Maine or pay expense 75 apple trees; warm 7-room house,
its genuineness. A sample was sent town of Maysville, according to said
big basement barn, stable, poultry
mains reflex action in the eyes,
wrong —- the gift that
makes of investigator. Price $6000, part pay- house, etc. Owner settling affairs.
to the department for examination. survey and plan, containing Eightywhich is taken as the standard ^ of
Christmas complete for every ment if desired. Address M. K. J. $3,500 takes everything. Easy terms.
Analysts found that the manufac seven acres, more or Jess.
549p Clyde H. Smith, Skowhegan, Me.
And whereas the said Michel
body.
Good candy should He your Office of Houlton Times,
anesthetization.
turers had taken the flowers of a Michaud, hv his deed of assignment
As more of the sleep-producer is common plant similar to the Scotch
first consideration. Remember we
dated the 12th day of July, 1920, and
used, sensitiveness leaves the eyes t h i s t l e , c o l o r e d t h e m w i t h t w o d y e s , r e c o r d e d in A r o o s t o o k R e g i s t r y or
sell unexcelled products and p a c k 
and the surgeon operates, testing the red and yellow, weighted them with Deeds, Vol. 306, Page 36, conveyed to
aged in the handsomest way. 1
me, the undersigned, the said mort
eyes from time to time so as to keep
Many of these boxes cannot be
saltpeter, borax and glycerin, flavored
the blood-system supplied with the them, evidently with saffron oil, and gage, the debt thereby secured, and
duplicated, so come ami select
all right, title and interest in the
fluid.
The patient sleeps several
early and get the best choice.
finally crinkled them to resemble the premises therein described, acquired
hours after the completion of the {
under and by virtue thereof.
And whereas the condition of said
operation.
j dried crocus stigmas.
mortgage has been broken, now there
“ Hundreds of operations,’’ says Dr. j
fore, I claim a foreclosure of said
EXERCISE AND MEDICINE
Marcou, “ were performed in Russia
mortgage and give this notice for the
during my stay. I watched some of
‘Long walks cure more illnesses purpose of foreclosing the same.
Xmas comes but once a year.
Fort Fairfield, Maine, December 6th,
them. Not one case of death has yet than most medicines,” says Sir James
1920.
Our gifts keep you remembered
been reported.’’
Cantile, a distinguished B r i t i s h
UECILE MICHAUD
that long.
The anesthetic is said to be partic surgeon, and while the sage counsel
By her Attorneys
‘ ‘ Tell your mother
ularly valuable for head and neck that underlies his dictum will probab 550
Powers A- Guild.
operations where the use of the ly not increase his popularity in his
ether or chloroform ma$k interferes j profession, yet if his advice is follow
with the surgeon’s work. In suchI ed hundreds of “ invalides imagindiseases as make the introduction of j aires” will be the gainers in pocket,
S a v in g s D e p t.
B o n d D e p t.
salty solutions into the blood unde-j in content and in well-being. While i
wiii stop that -cough, Bill. My
sirable or dangerous, says Dr. Mar- 1 in recent years there has been a
mother gives it to me when I get
cou, salt may be replaced by glucose ,i growing tendency on the part o f !
a cough, and you don't hear me
or bi-carbonate of soda.
j general practitioners to prescribe less j
and less medicine, the patients have j
coughing all the time.”
|pinned their faith more firmly on the j
And Johnnie is right, too.
j efficacy of pills and potions. ThouT h e r e a re v e ry real reason s w h y
UP CHEAP ROADS
Get a bottle now from your
j sands of persons see great virtue in a j
w e c a n g iv e y o u U n u s u a lly G o o d
BY CONSTANT.CARE j bottle of medicine, and in their eyes I
druggist.
LE BOY. N. Y .
It is better to build a VHeaiv'road j its curative value is enhanced if the j
S e r v ic e . W eb in v ite C o r r e s p o n d e n c e
end keep it in good cqodit^op . jby |prescription from which it is com- i
o r a C o n fe r e n c e
adequate maintenance than to build |pounded bears the initials of a fash-,
the most expensive higllw&jrAnd ^per j ionable physician.
Sir James takes us all into his con
mit it to deteriorate for want of care,
says officials of the Burgtfd of PbMfc sulting room and addresses us collec
Roads of the United States pefltrt- tively, “ If you are bilious or unwell,
don’t believe it is hereditary. Place
ment of Agriculture.
' " "{
of
Maryland, which has one .of) the fin the blame where it belongs, on your
est systems of improved highways in self, and go out and take some
a t
Gov’t Depository
Member Federal
the United States, if not the best, tyas exercise.” “ Don’t be afraid of hurt
Founded 1882
Reserve
System
consistently followed this practice. ing your heart,” he continues. “ It is
The originally Improved roads in the toughest organ in your anatomy,
Maryland were comparatively inex and if your heart palpitates when you
pensive, costing only what the tax go up and down stairs, keep on tak
payers were willing to pay for. The ing exercise until it stops palpitat
first few years the average cost was ing.”
BUY YOUR XMAS CANDIES HERE
This is a bombshell in the camp of
less than $10,000 a mile. In some
R I B B O N C A N D Y , 2 - l b . B O X , 69c.
cases the work entailed considerable the valetudinarians, who for years
grading and drainage, but in others it lu.ve hugged the belief to themselves
amounted simply to resurfacing the that their hearts were weak. They
“ JENNY LIND.” 47c lb.
•CUT ROCK", 43c lb.
TIKItrc you will find a new stock, bought at
old turnpikes, which had already been have given their relatives and them
selves anxious and depressing hours
“ BABYLAND”, 55c lb.
graded and drained.
a right price, and sold at a small profit. By
BOSTON FLAKES 55c lb.

PRICES OF MIXED
FERTIUZER TOO HIGH

K ZEH A

just
Candy

Munro’s W est End
Drug Store

KEmps Balsam

HOW DID YOU CHOOSE YOUR BANK ?

BETTERTOBUILD

First N ational Bank

D o Your Christmas Buying

Houlton, Maine

Pear son

| W W \ A r t W W W W W W A ^ W M V W % V W S < W V W V W W ^ .V ^ .\ V ^ i

Th is Grade

E ls e w h e r e $1.50

j
>

Times Building

C h o c o l a te s — A s s o rt e d
Bes t

Mixed

M Y fP R IC E S !

SW EET
NUT
M arg arine

34c lb.

B

Ceyl""

Lb . Box

BAK’G POWDER

Filberts,
A lm o n d , C astanas,
Im p o rte d W a l n u t s
P ec an s ,

BULK

Formosa

W o r t h $1.00

30c lb.

19c

TEAS

A

Box

MIXED NUTS

Breakfast

IN

304

HOLIDAY SP. CHOC. 69c

COCOA

|

T E R R IF IC | S L A S H IN

Lb .

No.

D eliciou s

XMAS SPECIAL 95c

Charlotte’s Shop

W

T h e s e ca ndies a re a b s o l u te ly fr e s h , b r i g h t an d a t t r a c t i v e . E x t r e m e l y low
p ric e d. Y o u w i l l p a y f r o m 15c to 25c p e r Ibb. m o r e e ls e w h e r e t h a n w e ask.
T h e kid d ie s w ill s u re ly e n jo y t h e m

35

C

24c
POUND

Lb.

COFFEE Very

Up

A 40c V a l u e Good

CAN

25

C Lb.
Up

D EH YD.

DIRECT IMPORTING CO.

EGGS

STORE
57 M ain St.. Houlton, Maine
B E N E F IT

6 Egg C arton

3 lbs. fo r $1

23c

A ll C o a ts , Suits a n d D resses

I%

w ill b e s o ld L E S S th a n C ost,
f r o m W e d n e s d a y , D e c . 1 5 th ,
t o S a tu rd a y , D e c .
a ls o h a v e

tw o

1 8th .

dozen

1

G ood

4

C o a ts , a n d a f e w W o m e n ’s

>

Notice Millard Santa
Claus Window

>

f

w ay.

A

We have lots to suit the young person, Watches,
Plashlights, Cups. Knife. Fork and Spoon Sets

a n d M isses’ Suits, w h ich w ill
b e sold<at $ 1 0 .0 0 e a c h

hard work, we can sell at a smaller profit
than anybody ele.
Our location keeps
down selling expenses. We have a better selected
stock this year, and most of it bought on the
‘Jailing market” , if you don’t believe it. get our
prices. 51We have a piece of Jewelry for every
one in Aroostook County. You make no mis
take in buying “ the man” a Watch. Chain. Cuff
I’ uttons. Tie Clip. Fiver-Sharp Pencil. Ash Tray.
Locket. Lmblem Pin or Charm. Safety Razor.
Collar Bag or Ring. Jf You don’t err when you
buy "the lady" a Wrist Watch. Ring, Brooch Pin,
Pendant. Bar Pin. a nice piece of Cut Class.
Sweet Hay Arm Basket. Silver or Persian Ivon
Toilet Pieces, a nice bottle of excellent Perfume
or Talcum Powder. Fountain Pen. Bracelet, La
Tausca Pearls (from $3 to $32.50), or a nice
piece of Patrician Silverware. ft We have a well
selected stock of Community Silver and Solid
Silver Flatware pieces anyone needs, and are
more valued where given as a present.
Hard times may come, and hard times may go.
but Christmas will go on forever—if we feel that

Y o u w ill s e e th e fin e st a n d b est
lin e o f F a n c y C h ristm a s B o x e s o f

D o n o t fa il to ta k e a d v a n ta g e

C h o c o la te s e v e r s h o w n

o f this e x c e p t io n a l o f f e r

f j T h is is a fa c t.

in to w n ,

F re$h

H om e

M a d e C a n d ie s f o r th e C h ristm a s

<

I

T rad e

C . M . W akem

ill

Frank H . Pearson
Fox Block, H ou ’.tcr;
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Dr. F. H. Jackson and Mrs. Jackson
A heavy fall of snow struck Houlwe love.” See “ The Furnace” and
ROYAL NEIGHBORS
ton late Friday night and Saturday with their daughter Katherine left
! you’ll know.
ELECT OFFICERS ! Everyone enjoys good music. Well
forenoon, resulting in a fall of nearly Tuesday evening on the C. P. R. for
the
west.
Mrs.
Jackson
and
Katherine
18 inches, which covered the ground
The annual meeting of North Star we have got it for you Friday night.
thoroughly and was not followed by will stop in Toronto while the Dr. will camp R. N. of A., was held at Wood The Colby Glee and Mandolin Club
continue to Los Angeles where he
a wind.
men’s hall on Thursday evening, Dec. will he here under the auspices of the
will spend Christmas with his mother
George
McNair
left
Monday
for
At
the
Aroostook
County
Teachers
Senior class of the Houlton High
Subscribers -should bear in
9 and the following new officers were
School. Pictures at 7 o’clock, Glee
Convention held in Presque Isle last and on his return will stop at several ;
Portland on business. „
mind that all subscriptions are
Club at 8.30. Admission to both
Mrs. Quincy of Patten is the guest week Houlton teachers took a promi places, including the famous Mayo! elected:
payable in advance and the pa of Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Gellerson nent part in the program. Principal Bros. Hospital, being met there with ' Bessie Vail, oracle; Helen Hemore, shows 75 cts., tax paid. Reserved
per will be discontinued at ex on Weeks Ave.
Stover of R. C. I., Supt. Packard, Prin. a number of other doctors from vice-oracle; Mrs. McCormick, chan- seats now on sale. Turn out and help
Mrs. Algernon Holden of Bangor is Perkins and Mrs. Belle Briggs. Many Maine'.
piration. Notice of such expira
celor; Mrs. Annie Hutchinson, re the hoys.
The Movie Book that’s what you
Houlton
teachers
were
in
attendance.
visiting
her
sister
Mrs.
Lester
Kelso
tion will be sent eut the First of
corder; Mrs. Jessie Wibblee, receiver;
want to give mother, father or brother
on Spring street.
A large number of the potato ship
.Mrs. Alice M. Smith, marshal; Mrs.
RICKER NOTES
each month .
Bill for Xmas. A lasting present for
Mrs. Frank Longstaff and two pers of South Aroostook and many
Wright, outer sentinel; Mrs. Annie
The
three
('amp-fires
of
Ricker
had
sale at the Box office, prices from
daughters
of
Belvidere
Siding
were
in
I
from
Houlton
w
rent
to
Presque
Isle
T. C. S. Berry was in Caribou Fri
initation of the new members Tues Miller, inner sentinel; Mrs. Mabel fifty cents to three dollars. Nothing
Jtown Monday shopping,
Tuesday morning to attend a meeting
Cates, manager for three years. Re
day calling on relatives.
better for a worry chaser than a good
j
Robert D. Clark of Bangor is in of the independent shippers held there j day evening. Mrs. Barnes assisted in
freshments
were served and candi
the ceremonies which were held in the
Geo. H. Moore of Ashland was in town for a few days after spending
picture.
in the afternoon.
'
|
parlors. Later, all the camp-fire girls dates received the degree. All report
town Thursday on business.
We have a wonderful picture
! a week in the woods.
The first assembly in the course be- ( wrere taken to Miss Williams’ home a most enjoyable session.
Harold Cates left Saturday for Ban
program for Christmas day, matinee
Mrs. E. E. Ring of Auburn, Maine
ing given by the married people of j on Williams St., where refreshments
gor, where he will spend a few days. is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
and evening.
the town, which wTas so successful |were served and a good time enjoyed
TEMPLE THEATRE NOTES
Dalton & Leighton are now settled John Co8seboom on Columbia street. last year, was held at Watson Hall
Why “ The Furnace’’ Wednesday is
George, the young son of William on Friday night. There were 50 by all.
in their new quarters in the Thibodeau
The Sophomore Prize Contest wras a great picture: the cast are all stars
Aches and Pains of rheumatism are
Yerxa,
fell
while
skating
Thursday
block.
couples present and a most enjoyable held Wednesday evening at the
not permanently, but only temporari
Agnes
Ayers,
Theodore
Roberts,
Wil
and
broke
his
left
arm.
The Oddfellows social held last Fri
evening was spent. The next assem
Dr. Payson Smith was the guest of bly w’ill be held in Watson Hall on Baptist church. Music was furnished ton Sills, Jerome Patricks, Betty ly, relieved by external remedies.
day night was largely attended and
Mr. and Mrs. James Dougherty on Thursday evening, December 30, danc by the school orchestra and a school Francisco, Lucien Littlefield, Helen Why not use an internal remedy—
al had an enjoyabe time.
chorus. Miss Leona Wiley also sang Dunbar and Maynae Kelso. This is Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which corrects
Pleasant street during his stay in ing to commence at sharp 8.
, Mgr. G. B. Churchill was a visitor
j
a
solo. The contestants all took their a Realart picture taken from the the acidity of the blood on which
town.
to his up country theatres last week
Frederick Dunn, son of Mrs. June parts well. Prizes were awarded at novel by Pan. “ Hell is not fire and rheumatism depends and cures the
_
Mrs. Clyde Bell of Sherman, Me.
*n d was away several days.
has been the guest of her sister Mrs. j Dunn- came very near losing the_sight j chapel, Thursday morning as follows: , brimstone, it is losing faith in those disease?
Mrs. Bruca Dickinson of Brownville N. C. Estabrook during the past two of his eye last Wednesday when he girl’s, first prize to Elizabeth Watson,
was hit in the eye by one of his play girl’s second prize to Effie Crosby,
is in town on a visit to her daughters weeks.
Mrs Emmons Robinson and Mrs. Reta
The annual sale at the Congrega mates having an air gun. He was boy’s first prize to George Quint, boy’s
Astle.
tional vestry on Friday, by the ladips taken to Boston on the night train by second to Ellis Perrigo.
Thursday evening Ricker's first
Mr. Horace Blther is removing his of the church, was most successful his uncle Paul H. Powers, where it
was found that he would not suffer basket ball games of the season were
household goods to the Bagnell house, anH
nfaq
North street, which he recently pur
The Colby Glee Club will give a |any m effe£ts and would not have his played in the gymnasium at Wording It
|Hall. These games were with the it
chased.
concert in Houlton on Friday even- eyesight affected.
III
j
On Sunday the members of the Millinocket High School teams, and it
Walter White and wife have return ing,, Dec. 17, under the auspices of
as w e ll a s G E N T L E M E N m a y s e c u r e
parish of the First Baptist church j resulted in victory for both the
ed from Lewiston where they were the Houlton High School.
it
th e u se o f a
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Iverson of were visited by a delegation of j Ricker teams. The scores stood as
called by the death of Mr. White’s
I
follows:
bovs’
game.
39
to
6
and
girls’
solicitors
who
were
collecting
funds
Portage
arrived
in
town
Monday
and
mother.
I
j game, 42 to 0.
James McPartland of St. John is in will spend the winter with their for the year’s budget. At the even
Thursday morning Dr. Gray, Presitown for a few days on business and daughter, Mrs. Nathaniel Tompkins ing session the treasurer made a
j
dent
of Rates College, visited the
partial
report
of
the
days
work,
which
is receiving a hearty welcome from on Park street.
to c a r e f o r th e ir V a lu a b le P a p e rs , as
school and spoke for a few minutes.
was
most
gratifying
as
enough
money
Winfield
S.
Wood,
Local
Supervisor
his old towns people.
it
Ricker
did
not
close
for
the
County
w e ll as a r o o m t o o p e n th e ir B o x e s in>
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Lowrey have of the Federal Board for Vocational had been pledged to care for the
j Teachers' Convention because we have it
moved from their farm to the Sharp Education, will he in Houlton Tues current expenses for the year.
w h e r e th e y m a y o p e n th e m as o ft e n
had three breaks in our fall term’s it
house on the Highlands, which they day and Wednesday of this week at
i work already and a fourth seemed
as n e c e s s a r y .
the Red Cross rooms.
„ purchased some time ago.
HOULTON AS SEEN
Aery undesirable, especially as exami- m
At
the
annual
session
of
Kora
Tem
Dr. W. B. Roben left Friday even
C a ll a t th e B a n k a n d let us S H O W
BY FORT FAIRFIELD I nations come next week. However. it
ing for Portland to attend a meeting ple in Lewiston Friday night a peti
!
the
school
was
represented
by
Prin.
YOU
o f the Maine Osteopathic Assn. Be tion by Eastern Maine shriners for
The Fort Fairfield Review lias the E. H. Stover, who went to Presque it
fore returning he will also visit Pos the establishment of a temple in following regarding Houlton as seen
' Isle Thursday morning.
it
Bangor was favored and approved.
ton.
The Fad! term closes Friday, Decem- it
from
their
standpoint:
Miss Minnib Douglass, formerly of The mar.ter now goes to the imperial
Houlton can stai d a had potato i her 17, for ten days. The Winter it
this town, who is now trailing at the council which means that Houlton
term begins Tuesday morning, Decem
Maine General Hospital in Portland, and Aroostook shriners will doubtless year better, probably, than any other
ber 28th, pupils returning for study
have
an
opportunity
to
transfer
to
was the guest of friends in town last
village in Aroostook county, from the
AiA
hours Monday evening.
Bangor.
fact that it has more interests outside
week.
Bowdoin college very narrowly of potato-raising than any other Aroos
Rev. Henry, C. Spfeed was in Monticello Friday in attendance at the So. missed the award of the honor flag took village. The B. & A. shops have
Aroostook Baptist Assn, quarterly offered by the New England division a big pay roll, as have the iron ja r j& js r je jg r ja fjs r J5 f
meeting and took a prominent part in of the Red Cross to the college enroll foundry and woolen mill, while 50
ing the largest per cent of its students. traveling men have their homes in COME IN AND LOOK OVER OUR
th e session.
Houlton, where also live most of the ---- ELEGANT LINE OF ---------------Roekabema Lodge I. O. O. F. will The award went to Williams with 66 county officials with their helpers and
per
cent
of
its
student
body
enrolled
•confer the second degree on a class
families. The income of all these
o f candidates Thursday evening. Dec. and Brown was second with 80 per people, outside of the farmers, is
16th, other business of importance at cent. Bowdoin had a higher percent practically the same during a poor
age than Williams, enrolling 90 per potato year as during a good one.
this meeting.
'
These facts should lead the other
The Mlllinocket High School teams cent of its students, but the returns villages of Aroostook county, surely
both the boys and girls teams, were from Bowdoin were not received until including Fort Fairfield, to introduce
defeated in all four games played here after the contest had been closed. Of more manufactures. The Fort Fair-1 WHILE THE ASSORTMENT IS AT
field Chamber of Commerce should |
H a s th e G o o d s , a n d th e P rice s
ITS BEST
Wednesday with H. H. S. and Thurs the women’s colleges both Wellesley take up this question for Fort Fairand Wheaton enrolled 100 per cent, field at once, and then hang to it until
day with Richer.
a r e R ig h t. A fin e lin e o f R in g s
J . D. P E R R Y
something in this direction is finally
Frank Skofield. one of the popular and both were awarded honor flags.
JEWELER AND OPTOMETRIST ,
•city carriers, is confined to his home
L a d ie s ’ , B o y s ’, M e n ’s, a ls o W r is t
HOULTON, MAINE
from the effects of a fall on the slip

OF LOCAL I NTEREST

1 LADIES

J

Safe Deposit Box

m
m
m

\

Houlton Trust Co.

it

BLETHEN

Christmas
Cards

pery sidewalk, an injured leg was the
result o f t ile '’fall.'
Miss Euderra' tycorm or of Boston,
who has bbbh the guest of Mr. and
'M ts. Clarence Gove at Linneus. was
In town Friday calling on friends and
left on the evening train for her
home.
-rr
‘
A postal W rd received Friday from
Mrs. Howard. Lunt who is in Port
land, brings the good news that Mr.
Lunt Is gaining rapidly from his
recent sickness ami expects to sit up
next week.
A
The Heulton <Aydfer Company has
recently purchased the building and
lot, w h i c h ^ qdW' occupied- by the
American Maputo*. . Nb change is con
templated fh the location of either
occupant.
Mr. and Mrs. Elisha S. Powers left
Monday night for Boston where they
will spend a couple of weeks and will
return to Augusta where they will
spend Christmas with Mr. and Mrs.
Chas. P. Kinsman.
The heavy snow storm which start
ed Friday evening and raged all day
Saturday put a crimp on the excellent
skating on the Mill Pond which has
been enjoyed during the past week
by hundreds of children
The work on the First Baptist
■church is progressing nicely. The
beating plant which is being installed
by S. A. Fairbanks’ will be completed
this week. Masons and carpenters
are also busily engaged in their work.
John N. Adams, who recently sold
his pjoperty here and bought a home
in Oldtown, left for that city Satur
day. Mr. and Mrs. Adams will be
sincerely missed in Houlton where
they have lived for the past 20 years.
Miss Alice Collicott, who was head
nurse at the Aroostook Hospital
•where she trained, has accepted a
similar position at the Mineral
Springs hospital in Marengo, Iowa,
and has already taken up her duties
there.
Dr. Clifton D. Gray, president of
Bates College, was in town on Thurs
day the guest of his old schoolmate,
"Rev. Henry C. Speed, on his way to
Presque Isle where he addressed the
Teachers convention on Thursday
night.
Frank A. Peabody of the State High
way Commission left Saturday for
Washington, D. C. where he will at
tend the National Assn, of Highway
Commissioners, being joined in Augus
te by the other members of the Maine
•Commission.
The club supper at the Meduxnekeag Club. Thursday, was a most
enjoyable affair and it was largely
attended, aboht 150 sitting down to
the tables which were lavishly laden
with all the good things to eat for
which Houlton women are famous.
The evening was spent profitably with
games, bowling and renewing acacquaintances.
i

W a t c h e s , C u f f B u tto n s , W a ld e m a r,
NOTICE BY COMMISSIONERS
Aroostook, ss,—
Fort Kent, Maine, Nov, 23rd, 1920.
WE the undersigned, having been j
duly appointed by the Honorable
Nicholas Fessenden, Judge of Probate, !
within and for said County, Commissieners to receive and decide upon
the claims of the Creditors of Lizzie
Abnerthy, late of St. Francis in said !
County, deceased, whose estate has ■
been represented insolvent, hereby
give public notice agreeably to the
order of said Judge of Probate, th a t;
six months from and after the third
Tuesday of August 1920, have been
allowed to said Creditors to present
and prove their claims, and that we
will attend to the duty assigned us at
the office of the Northern District.
Aroostook Registry of Deeds at Fort
Kent in said County on the 18th day
of December 1920, and on the 17th day
of February 1921. at four o’clock in
the afternoon of each of said davs.
THOMAS D. DUFOUR
THKODULE ALBERT
•">48
Commissioners, i

V est &

D ic k e n s C h a in s

A ll k in d s o f E m b le m s ,

C h a rm s

B r o o c h e s , B r a c e le ts , S tick

P in s

P e a rl B e a d s , G o ld B e a d s , B a b y
S ets,

C u ff

P in s,

Ear

J e w e ls

J e w e l B o x e s , C lo c k s
N o T r o u b le t o S h o w G o o d s

BLETHEN
“ The W est End Jeweler

yy

G ifts T h a t L ast

Carnation Pinks and
------------------------------a n a ----------------- -

Cbrpantbomnins

m

In all c o lo r s — F resh cu t
fr o m o u r c o n s e r v a to r ie s

Osgood’s Moving Sale is in Full Swing
Owing to the fact that we must
move from our present location
sometime after the New Year
we are offering our present
stock of Dependable Jewelry at
Compelling Prices, The'time to
dispose of Goods is when the
public needs to buy.
Our aim during December and
January will be to dispose of our
Stock regardless of price and
NO REASONABLE O F F E R
WILL BE REFUSED.
You will find in our store at this
time a large and varied asortment of Seasonable Jewelry and
if you need or expect to need
any article in our line it is your
opportunity to SAVE as you
buy.

£ bad wi ck
Conservatories 16 H igh Str,
H oulton , Maine

T h e L iv e W ir e F Io r is t

A large
Watches,

stock
Finger

of Bracelet
Rings, Pearl

Strings, Pendants, Cuff Links,
Watch and Neck Chains, Brace
lets and all other goods such as
are found in Up-to-date Jewelry
establishments. Is at your dis
posal.
Our Prices on Diamonds are
guaranteed to be lower than can
be quoted at other stores. An
early call will convince you. See
others prices then c a l l o n
Osgood and you will buy if we
have what you need.
All goods sold will be engraved
FREE and delivered in Hand
some Gift Boxes.
Competent Salesmen will be
glad to welcome you and you
need feel under no obligations
to buy. We are pleased to show
our goods and are Pleasant
about it too.

Osgood’s Little Store with the Big Stock

m
m
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‘ of 600 people.
Harvey Moore, a around with barrels, jugs, pails, cans.
former barber, who is a furniture re- When they asked for the eight-cent
tailer there, does more than $1,000 a kerosene, Hart would take them to it
and say: “ Here it is. But I don’t
By Chesla C. Sherlock
week the year around.
think you want it. It is the same kind
It may be that opportunity has in
MacPruitt, v:ho lives down at
you have been kicking about. I think
the past lavished her favors on the 1oiarinda, Iowa, a town boasting a
you’ll like the better grade.”
city business man; we do not attempt population of 4,400 souls, didn’t have
When the carload had been sold
to say. But we do say that that day a dime e|ght years ago. He had been
out,
Hart lost just $11 on the “ flyer,”
belongs to the past. There is no WOrking for another business man and
but
his
other volume had more than
reason now why the keen young men wiien the latter refused to give him
doubled
and trebled, through his
who love the quiet life of the rural a salary of $25 a week, Mae decided
capitalization of a situation that
towns and its wholesome existence to cut loose for himself,
should be forced to enter the distaste-1 How did this enterprising young threatened to ruin him.
A Linn county, Iowa, merchan
ful life of the larger cities, simply small-town fellow manage it? He
because they feel that opportunity borrowed $700 on his home, bought a Torgeson by name, decided to make
looms larger on the distant horizon.
stock of goods for $1,450, and paid thorough canvass of the farmers in
Today the place of opportunity is $500 down. Then he rented a store his county to find out how many were
the small town. The business which room calling for $60 per month rent. buying groceries at his store. Ever>
may be done there is limited only by Thus he started out with less than one who had not traded with him was
solicited by personal letter to “ drop
the ability of the man and the draw $200 working capital.
in”
and get acquainted. In six months
Last year he did a business of
ing power of the English language.
Torgeson had turned over $300,000 in
$90,000.
He
keeps
a
$25,000
stock
of
It is a bit out of the ordinary to
groceries, all sold to farmers.
think of big businesses in small goods on hand, showing that he is
Northboro, Iowa, a little town of
towns, of million-dollar corporations turning rapidly for a small-town fur
two hundred souls, nestles in the
succeeding in small places, but that niture dealer.
He has a rule never to argue with southern edge of the State, a few
is one of the things which have come
a
customer, especially about prices; miles from the Missouri line. There
with the Age of Advertising, and it is
about these businesses we speak in he lets the customer “ sell” himself are four other towns within six miles
of Northboro, and all are larger and
to the good, whenever possible.
particular.
“ People are satisfied with the goods have newspapers
Out in Iowa, there was once a
Not long ago a country bank was
country boy who loved to grow things. they ‘sell’ themselves,” he says, “ and
He would rather work his garden are bitterly dissatisfied with the goods organized in this town. It seemed on
th%n eat, and you know how boys like bought under the pressure of so- the verge of failure for want of
to eat. His father encouraged him in called salesmanship. What this store depositors, when C. C. Nye, a hustling
this inclination and he was soon grow wants and depends on is a lot of young officer in the bank, suggested
ing such bountiful crops, such wonder satisfied customers, and I figure the that the only way to win out was to
ful flowers, that his neighbors asked surest way of getting them is to keep advertise.
But Northboro had no newspaper,
in stock what they want and let them
him to save them some seed.
no
medium in which to advertise. If
buy
it
themselves.”
So he commenced to sell seed. First
Long Prairie, Minnesota, is a town they went to one of the neighboring
a package here and there among his
neighbors, until the idea came to him, of 1,400 population, yet there is a towns for a medium, they would be
“W h y not go into the seed business?” store in that town which did a busi forced to compete with banks in these
So they decided to
There were people everywhere who ness last year of approximately $250 other towns.
were looking for honest seed and an for every man, woman and child. I create their own medium. They com
honest man from whom to buy them. refer to James Hart & Sons, who do menced the publication of a house
more than i organ which they called “ The Live
Henry Field, that was his name, an annual business of
went into the seed business in his $350,000.
Wireless.”
A flyer in kerosene is what gave
Nye persuaded the directors to get
own home town. Last year he did a
business of $1,199,092.61. His town, Elmer Hart, president of this concern, him a runabout and a Graflex camera.
Shenandoah, has a population of 5,000 his first inkling of the possibility of Every event that took place on the
people. It is only a matter of twelve big business in his town. The kero farms in the surrounding country was
or fifteen years since Henry
Field sene output had been controlled in “ covered” and written up in the
was Investing $500 in the business this territory by a single company, magazine.
Banking practices were reduced to
and making his start. Of course, the and the product sold was so inferior
bulk of Field's business is conducted that the farmers were profanely kick fiction stories, and today the farmers
of that community are better posted
by mail, but that is no obstacle in the ing about it.
A salesman for an independent con- j on banking practices than anywhere
way of the small town. Some of the
largest businesses adorning our cities cern ventured into town one day and i ejse fn the county.
that little
are mail-order businesses. In fact, Hart decided to give him an order for , ^ ow the deposits of
many
dosens of retail stores in the cities a carload of good kerosene so that his j t0wn bank outrank those of
in stitu tion s
serv in g
m any
have their mail-order departments. trade might have a better product. I s j m i l a r
W hy not the small-town merchant? He first persuaded two other mer- thousand times the population, simply
The mail-order scheme of doing busi chants to go in with him. The order j foecause the bank has intelligently
ness serves a legitimate purpose, or amounted to more than one-half of j tilled the small town field it serves,
it would not be so flourishing.
their combined assets.
The harvest in business is astounding
In Thief River Falls, Minnesota,
The rival company immediately ap- to the average city banker,
there is a country merchant who pointed a local agent and gave him
At Newton. Iowa, the Maytag Washsaved his business by using the mail orders to sell at eight cents a gallon, ^jng Machine Company, a nationally
order idea. His town has a popula allowing him a commission of two known concern, is doing a business in
tion of 3,714 people. His business was cents on every gallon sold This was excess of $6,000,000 this year, at
drawn almost entirely from the sur considerably less than Hart and his Charles City, Iowa,
the Hart-Parr
rounding country.
associates could sell for.
Company, manufacturing tractors, gas
During the winter months trade
Hart, of course, had some sleepless engines and other farm machinery
always fell off, due to the heavy nights, but he finally solved the pro- does a business running into millions;
snows and rigorous weather which blem. He bought kerosene at eight at Kellogg. Iowa, merely a “ tank
made it impossible for country cus cents from the rival company and station, is the Gould Balance Valve
tomers and those living in the outly advertised far and wide: “ This is the Company doing business in all parts
ing districts to come to the store. He only town in Minnesota where you of the world and running into millions
felt certain that during that season can buy kerosene at eight cents . a annually. At Clay Center. Nebraska,
of the year money was getting through gallon.”
a country boy started an incubator
his Angers and going to the mail-order
The farmers came from miles company which has sold hundreds of
concerns.
So he bought a printing press and
commenced to send out circulars
carrying announcements from his
“mail-order department.”
Later he
An Old Family
FOR EMERGENCIES
issued a catalogue.
He offered to
Doctor’s Favorite
BALLARD’S GOLDEN OIL
take orders by mail and deliver by
Prescription
Relieves Colic, or Cramps. Good for
parcels post. Last year he did a
Insect Bites.
Nothing better for
business from his town of thirty-seven
Sprain, Strains, Burns, Bruises, etc.
hundred people in excess of one
An all around remedy. Sold Every
million dollars!
where. No poisons or opiates.
It wasn’t merely a matter of print
ing a circular or a catalogue and mail
ing them—of course not!
But the
point is the opportunity was there for
a business that any city would be
proud to claim as its own.
There is a town in Indiana, Avilla,
OBTAIN FOR YOUR BUSINESS
to be exact, which has a population
the advantage of a strong, obliging

BIG BUSINESS
IN SMALL TOWNS

J

TAKE

Makes Food
Taste Good

Hibbard Brothers

TAKING A FLIER
MAY CAUSE A FALL

I------ ---------------------

A Doctor’s
Prescription

Many people who have speculated
in a risky scheme have dropped their
saved dollars. Why take a chance,
when you can invest safely? Open
an account with the Houlton Savings
Bank.
Dividends at the rate of 4% Per
Annum have been paid for the past
ten years.

for internal and external use
that has a nation wide reputa
tion for great merit.

IJohnson’ s
Anodyne
L in i m e n t

is recommended by everybody
for Coughs, Colds, Bore Throat,
C r a mp s , Chills, Sp r a i n s ,
Strains and many other aches
and ills.
All dealers. 25 and 50 cents.

Dividends at the rate of 4% per annum
have been paid for the past nine years

H o u l t o n Sa v in g s
^HbULTON, MAINE'

IOO Years of Success

i___________________

THE

C hristm as D isplay
of High Grade Jewelry, Silverware,

V ...

Creates an appetite, aids digestion,
purifies the blood, and thus relieves
scrofula, catarrh, the pains and
aches of rheumatism and gives
strength to the whole system.
Nearly 50 years’ phenomenal
sales tell the story of the great
merit and success of Hood’s Sar
saparilla. It is just the medicine
you need now.
Hood’s Pills help—fine laxative
or cathartic, according to dose.
Relieve headache, restore comfort.
FOR

A n n o u n cin g the O p en in g of Our

China, Cut Glass and Leather G oods

4% Interest Paid n Savings Accounts

M ONEY

A u tom ob ile S torage

A B O TTLE T O TH E C A M P

banking connection.
The Houlton Trust Company offers
you these advantages and invites you
to make it your depositary.

Hood’s
Sarsaparilla

t thousands of hatching machines all
The instances here cited give only a station called Colony. We sent our
over the world.
an inkling of the business success baggage to Berlin and then to the
Take Rochester, Minnesota. It is which has come to those who have Polish border at Bengen. Before ar
there that the Mayos have made their given their measure of service to the riving at Bengen, they ooked over
fortune and their town, with their small-town community. Big business our passports, found then* wrong, and
famous hospital. Rochester, Minneso in small towns is just as possible as sent us back to Berlin. The Polish
ta. when the Mayo Brothers started big business in big places. And the consul there refused to vise the pass
out in life was a little country town nice part of it is that no one “ need ports. We then appealed to the
not unlike thousands of others. They be a big frog in a small puddle.” If Ukrainian, Latvian and Lithuanian
decided to start in with their father, you really become a big frog, you consuls, but met refusal everywhere.
a country doctor, because they hated naturally expand your own puddle.
We went to the American consul and
to leave him and their boyhood friends
asked him to send us back to America
and associations. What they have
but he refused. We did not know
EMIGRANT
TRAVEL
DIFFICULT
done in that little town is too well
what
to do.
A group of Russians, who recentlyknown to repeat here.
“ It was impossible to live in Ger
The small town, as we have already left the United States for Soviet Rus
many. A loaf of bread for which we
hinted, is classed as a “ problem.” sia, describe their experiences as fol
paid in New York 10 cents, costs here
Farsighted political students see in it lows in a letter to the “ Russky Col10 marks, and one gets only one loaf
many things which they “ view with
of bread a week. Meat is not obtain
alarm.” So long as the small town os,” a Russian-American daily:
able.
The main foods are berries and
“Dear comrades: We are alive, but
shows evidences of prosperity and of
beer—black and bitter. Upon advice
normal growth, they rejoice and wax where we live we do not know. We
we went to the barracks of the war
warm ever the greatness of the Re left Boston, and on the 14th day ar
prisoners, and here we get beans and
public; but when there is a general rived at Antverpen, Belgium. We
rotten potatoes.
decline in small-town population and boarded the train at 6 p. m. and at
“ Comrades, don’t refuse to send u*
prosperity, and a corresponding exo- j
midnight reached the German border. steamship tickets. Tell the content*
dus to the large centers of population,
“ When we bought tickets, they did of this letter to all those who intend
they foresee not only grave economic j
not give us change. That happened at to return at once to Russia.”
problems to be solved, but dangers j
to our governmental structure as well, j
One need only read a few pages of j
Roman history to start the chills run
ning up his back.
|
The trouble has been and now is,
not so much with the small town as it
has been with a false propaganda con
cerning the small town. The small
W e h a v e p le n ty o f w a r m
town is all right, if it can be given a
chance to function and partake of
s to r a g e r o o m f o r y o u r c a r .
business life in its rightful measure.
R ates on a p p l i c a t i o n
The fault lies in the fact that for half
a century the best blood has been
O v e r h a u lin g a n d P a in tin g b y
drained out of it and enticed to the
cities by the lure of a “ larger oppor
sk illed m e c h a n ic s .
tunity,” fancied or real.
Opportunity is a relative term; it
is not a geographical proposition any j
more. Advertising and publicity have '
shortened business lanes just as trans- {
M e c h a n ic St., H o u lt o n
portation and travel have shortened
distances and brought producer and j
consumer closer together.
The small town will reassert itself;
within the next generation, if we !
cease the shameful propaganda of the j
past, and encourage, rather than dis- 1
courage, the country boy and the
country girl to expend their energies
and their talents there.
!

FARM ER

P o ta to G ra d e r
W ill S a v e T im e a n d
P otatoes
<5 N o
m a c h in e o n th e m a r
k et c a n

do

r a p id w o r k

and

do

q W e

have

with

m o to rs , q C all a n d
let us s h o w y o u .

James S.
Peabody
B a n g o r S treet
H o u lto n ,

All goods engraved free of charge.

such

itSso w e l l ,
som e

Offering ideal Holiday Gift suggestions for Men
and Women. We are now ready for gift seekers
with a new' and choice selection of Holiday Goods
Everything represented in our store is the
finest, manufactured on the market, carefully
selected and priced to suit the most discriminating
customer.
Special attention is called to our Silverware
display which includes Sterling Silver. Holmes
Edwards, Roger Bros, and Community Elate Wan*
Gifts for Women that include Xecklaces.
Vanity Cases, Silverware. Wrist Watches Parasols,
Prooclies, Rings, Opera Glasses. Jewelry Boxes.
Fancy China Mantle and Boudoir Clocks.
Gifts for Men that include Knives. Cigarette
Cases. Cigar Cases. Cigar Cutters. Pencils. Belt
Ruckles, Stick Pins. Cuff Links. Emblem Rings
and Pins, Field Glasses.
A visit to our store may help you in solving
tin* perplexing problem of Gift Selection.

M e.

J. D . Perry

Jeweler and Optometrist
Market Square Houlton
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T e r r i f i c F>r i c e
Slash
The Most Drastic Reductions and Extreme Price
Cuts o f Any Sale Ever Held in New England

To the People’) of Aroostook

You cannot find a better opportunity any

are willing to meet the present

M

| I

| I

serious conditions with
"flinching heart.

un-

The Woolen

Industry is at a point of chaos
and absolute co-operation of all hands is neces
sary for a quick and staple rehabilitation.

where.

We invite comparison, and we rest con

tent with the belief that you are well aware that
we carry the best and most comprehensive stock
of Men’s and Boys’ Clothing in Aroostook County.

At

As a reader of the Houlton Times you have

no time in the history of Aroostook has the oldest

already been made

inhabitant ever seen such price reductions,

prices which we have

or

even an advertisment of such a sale, previous to

new, standard

the Holiday Season,

wear clothing.
prices?

The large and excellent

stock

of

County

and

acquainted
placed

with
upon

the

absolutely

up-to-the-minute

Do we

need

to

new

ready-to-

repeat

those

W e think not.

clothing
Now, as a matter of fact, as a matter which

and furnishings which load our store to the gun
The

affects your own purse, your Christmas shopping

There is

and your common-sense, will you give us the

Our loss is your

opportunity to demonstrate to you that you can

gain and we are giving you the opportunity to

save dollars, that you can purchase dependable

save dollars now and will patiently await another

clothing at a tremendous discount at the sale

wales was purchased on a high market.
period of reconstruction has arrived.
no quibbing or fooling about it.

day when we can make profits.

I t ’s up to you.

which we are now conducting.
“ A word to the wise is sufficient” .

There is no camouflage, no argument about

to you.
it.

W e must unload our present stock of clothing

and furnishings at a loss in order to turn the

I t ’s up

4

All we ask is a chance to show you,

whether you are from Missouri or elsewhere.
Come while the coming is good.

Thousands are

stock into cash so we may purchase next sea

taking advantage of

son's goods at the new and lower prices.

select goods wont last forever, you know.

the

sale

and

the

most

Thanks for Your Generous Patronage

Taggett &Gartley
Recognized H e a d q u a r t e r s f o r the Be st

Market Square

in R e a d y - t o - W e a r C l o t h i n g

Houlton, Maine
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Bowling and billiards too;
them. And “ Swiftwater Bill” is some
he had upon the same on the 21st day of
where south, in a South American ’me wearing darned and patched-up January A. I >., 102i, before said Court Judge of the said Court, and the seal
thereof, at Bangor in the Northern Divi
at
Bangor in said District, Northern sion of said District, on the 11th day of
There is no more romantic page in
hose
mining camp; Tom Lippy is a Seattle
Division
1
at 10 ° vloek in the forenoon- December A. D. 1920.
the history of North America than the
And make no more home brew;
hanker and president of the Port
;Yld
notice thereof be published in
the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed
<L. S.)
ISABEL SH EEH AN.
story of the Hudson’s Bay Company,
Commission. “ Big Aleck" sleeps on The old Mint serge is worn and frayed In
nd
Deputy Clerk
that wonderful fur trading organiza
I’ve lived on soups and stews;
J;hat aI1 known creditors and other’ per
the endless trail in the Dawson
per- A true copy of petition and order thereon
Sons- m interest, may appear at ttio U
i
said
tion which has played such'a notable
i f>me and place, and show cause* if ^
Cemetery Skookum Jim is also dead My “ trilbys” soon will be displayed
(Attest):
ISABEL SHEEHAN,
they have,' why the' pVayer Vf'* said‘ peUpart in the development of Canada
Deputy Clerk.
Through antiquated shoes.
gone to the happy hunting grounds.
tioner should not bo granted.
1
and is responsible for the Dominion
Jack Boyle was one of the Klondike And now that I have saved enough
11 l, l (!rur^ 1er, 0rdelred by the Court,
BANKRUPT’S PETITION FOR
i not
tin*
v. lerk
shall s e n d
hv
now having within its territorial
To buy a car of rank
heroes of the great war, and is now
mail to till known creditors copies of said
DISCHARGE
petition
and
this
order,
addressed
to
limits the great stretch of country
regarded as the friend and benefactor I’ve got to put the “ filthy stuff"
In the matter of
stfted a* the‘r 1,laces of residence as
West of Lake Superior. There is
Right back into the bank.
Joseph x. Pelletier
In Bankruptcy
of the Rumanian royal family.
\\ itness the Honorable Clarence Hale
every reason to believe that had the
Bankrupt.
Judge of the said Court, and the soai
And the drivers themselves—“ Hobo I've had to cut the car idea—
thereof, at Bangor in the’ Northern DWL IT o the Hon. ■Clarence Hale, Judge of the
company not established trading posts,
MAN
I’ll never reach my goal;
non
Bill” and “ Big Sim” were two of
.............
aid District on the llth day of! District Court of the United States for
throughout this vast region and claim I ALUIW lIkE WIAU(‘(•ember
For
I
shall
need
it
all
next
month
D., 1920.
the District of Maine.
them: two of the gallant company that |
STAGE NO MORE
ed it in the name of Great Britain, the
<L. S.)
ISABEL SHEEHAN.
JOSEPH X. PELLETIER of Winterplied back and forth in the Arctic j To buy a ton of coal!
Deputy Clerk. 'ille, in the County of Aroostook, and
Stars and Stripes might today have
The royal mail stages of the
night, perched on the speeding sled,
A true copy of petition and order thereon State of Maine, in said District respectbeen flying there instead of the Klondike have passed.
Attest: ISABEL SHEEHAN,
guiding their horses with miraculous Notice of First Meeting of Creditors
Deputy Clerk. fully represents, that on the 8th day of
Union Jack.
No longer will the famous stages of accuracy as they skidded over the In the District Court of the United States
1 December,
last
pa.'t
he
was duly
It is fitting briefly to review the his
for the Northern Division of the Dis
adjudged bankrupt as aforesaid under
BANKRUPT'S PETITION FOR
the White Pass and Yukon Route, snow. It was an event in Dawson
trict of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
the Acts of Congress relating to Bank
tory of this remarkable organization
DISCHARGE
when either of these two men piloted
|
ruptcy; that he has duly surrendered
of pioneers because the present year drawn by fleet footed horses, steered a royal mail into the imperial city of In the matter of
(
Enoch Young
\ ! In Bankruptcy In the matter of
all his property and rights of property,
marks the 250th anniversary of its by'picturesque drivers who knew no Yukon, careening down the Klondike
Solomon
Gagnon
j
In
Bankruptcy
Bankrupt
|
and has fully complied with all the re
Bankrupt. |
founding. Still in active business, its fear, go flying over the white trail road. These drivers never used horns
To
the
creditors
of
said
Enoch
quirements of said Acts and of the
atruggles with the Indians, its wonder north from Dawson into the Klondike. or bugles. Their only call, their warn Young of Garfield PI. in the county of To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the orders of Court touching his bank
District Court of the United States for ruptcy.
Aroostook, and District aforesaid, bank
ful post traders, its early successes
the District of Maine.
The frozen hills of the north country ing as they flew around the corners of rupt.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be
and failures, have become the theme
SOLOMON GAGNON of Wallagrass, decreed by the Court to have a full dis
Notice is hereby given that on the llth
the sharp Yukon trail, was the long
no
more
will
echo
back
and
forth
the
in t h e
county o f Aroostook a n d
o f hundreds of absorbing stories, in
pierceing spin chilling cry of the day of December A. I). 1920 the said State of Maine, in said District respect charge from all debts provable against
his estate under said bankruptcy Acts,
Enoch Young was duly adjudicated
terwoven with fact and romance, by weird, stirring malamute call of the
malamute.
bankrupt, and that the first meeting of fully represents, that on the 13th day of except such debts as are excepted by
many of the great writers of past and stage drivers as they brought their
March,
1920,
last
past,
he
was
duly
law from such discharge.
Everybody gave them the right of his creditors will be held at the office of
present generations.
vehicles through the canyons and way, the right of way of the king’s Edwin L. Vail in Houlton on the 31st adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of
Dated this 6th day of December A I)
Incorporated in 1670 and established passes, or the beating of hoofs that mail They knew no obstacles. And day of Dec., A. D., 1920 at 10 o'clock Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that 1920.
his
in the forenoon at which time the said he has duly surrendered all his property
by two dissatisfied employees of the
heralded the sleds of the royal mail, yet in the long roster of those who creditors may attend, prove their claims and rights of property, and has fully
JOSEPH X. X P E L L E T IE R
French fur trading monopoly at
mark
captained the stages there was not one Iappoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt complied with all the requirements of
Quebec, Groseilliers and Radisson, the king’s mail—for they have gone. who ever abused their privilege. The land transact such other business as may said Acts and of the orders of Court
Bankrupt.
touching his bankruptcy.
Witness:
News of the passing of a great work
properly come before said meeting.
these men attempted to induce Bos
royal mail stages received fresh relays
Wherefore
he
prays,
That
he
may
be
A. S. Crawford Jr
Dated at Houlton, Dec. llth, 1920.
ton merchants to batflt them but fail is contained in the announcement of
decreed by the Court to have a full dis
of horses every twenty miles and they
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON
EDWIN L. VAIL,
ed. They finally succeeded in inter the White Pass and Yukon Route that always travelled on the dead run.
Referee in Bankruptcy. charge from all debts provable against District of Maine, Northern Division, ss
esting a group of London merchants
his estate under said bankruptcy Acts,
On this llth day of December A. D.
it will no longer be able to operate the
In the early days of the White Pass
except such debts as are excepted by 1920, on reading the foregoing petition.
B A N K R U P T ’S PETITION FOR
o f whom Prince Rupert, cousin of
stages because of increasing costs, and Yukon Route the royal mail ser
law from such discharge.
DISCHARGE
It is—
Charles II, was one. Through his
Dated this 6th day of December A. D. Ordered by the Court, That a hearing
In the matter of
[
and must therefore shut down.
vice
trail,
followed
the
route
of
the
influence the company received a
Linwood C. Randall
| In Bankruptcy 1920.
be had upon the same on the 21st day of
And so, when snow flies over the Yukon River. But a new trail was
Bankrupt!
charter from the King which gave It
S< >LOM()X GAGNON
January A. D. 1921, before said Court
K^pndike there will be no stages to built through the magnificent scenery To the Hon Clarence Hale, Judge of the
Bankrupt. at Bangor in said District, Northern
absolute control of the whole district
District Court of the United States for
take up the work. After twenty years by the Canadian Government. An
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON
Division at 10 o’clock in the forenoon;
theDistrict of Maine.
surrounding Hudson’s Bay. It was
service, service as regular as morning overland route. And not only the
LINWOOD C. RANDALL of Caribou District of Maine, Northern Division, ss and that notice thereof be published In
granted rights to “expel anyone
On this llth day of December A. D. the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed
and night, the stages have stopped. stages used this trail but practically in the county of Aroostook, and
from the territory, to build forts,
of Maine, in said District respect 1920, on reading the foregoing petition, in said District, Northern Division, and
Unless some other company takes up all of the multitude of travellers, State
fully represents that on the 27th day of it Is—
that all known creditors and other persend out ships of war, and declare
the work there will be no communica prospectors, patrols of the Royal October,
last
past,
he
was
duly Ordered by the Court, That a hearing . sons in Interest, may appear at the said
and make war on any non-Christian
tion with the “ inside” and the Klon Northwest Mounted Police, went hack adjudged bankrupt under the Acts of be had upon the same on the 21st day of time and place, and show cause, if any
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that
people.”
Its capital amounted to
dike will drop back again into the and forth from trading post to trad- he has duly surrendered all his property January A. D. 1921, before said Cpurt they have, why the prayer of said peti
about $52,000, divided into 34 shares,
and rights of property, and has fully at Bangor in said District, Northern tioner should not be granted.
primeval isolation which was hers be ing post, from camp to camp.
complied with all the requirements of Division at 10 o'clock in the forenoon; And it Is Further Ordered by the Court,
with an extra one for Prince Rupert.
said Acts and of the orders of Court and that notice thereof be published In
fore the white man came in in the
That
the
Clerk
shall
send
by
touching hi* bankruptcy.
In-1676 it imported furs to the value
great rush for gold.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be the Houlton Times, a newspaper printed mail to all known creditors copies of said
o f about $95,000, sending in return for {
by the Court to have a full dis- in said Distriet, Northern Division, and petition and this order, addressed to
But many who knew the royal mail LO! THE POOR HOUSEHOLDER decreed
weharge from all debts provable against that all known creditors and other per
exchange with the Indians, goods
them at their places of residence as
stages have gone. The Klondike kings For many years I've longed to own
his estate under said bankruptcy Acts, sons in interest, may appear at the said stated.
worth about $3250. The margin of
except such debts as are excepted by
whose pleasure it was to ride on the
An automobile, and,
time and place, and show cause. If any
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale.
law from such discharge.
profit was large but there was much
Dated this 7th day of Decembet A. D. they ha' e, why the prayer of said peti Judge of the said Court, and the seal
stages elbow to elbow with the incom To get it I’ve saved every bone
incidental expense and the return
1919.
tioner should not be granted.
thereof, at Bangor in the Northern Divi
ing prospectors have, for the most
The H. C. L. would stand.
from the investment was compara
LINWI M>I 1 <\ RANDALL
And It I'* Further Ordered by the Court, sion of said District, on the llth day of
part, gone their way. “ Swiftwater And underneath my last year’s hat
Bankrupt. That
the
Clerk
shall
send
by December A. I). 1920.
tively small for the first 100 years, at
Bill” Gates, “ Big Aleck” McDonald,
I soon will have gray hair.
ORDER OF NOTICE THEREON
mail to s’.ll known creditors copies of said
(L. S.)
ISABEL SHEEHAN.
least.
District of Maine. Northern Division, ss petition and this order, addressed to
famous Skookum Jim the Indian, Jack Through salting every nickel that
Deputy Clerk.
t
>
ii
this
ljth
day
of
December
A.
D.
Although founded by Frenchmen the Boyle and Thomas S. Pippy, great
I possibly could spare.
! 1920, on reading the foregoing petition, them at their places of residence as A true copy of petition and order thereon
stated.
Attest:
ISABEL SHEEHAN
company was owned by the English nlen of great times, were some of I’ve cut out smoking, lodges, shows, it is —
Witness the Honorable Clarence Hale,
Deputy Clerk.
Ordered by the Court, That a hearing
and, therefore, its agent? holding the
responsible positions i
connection
with it, were of the latter race. Then
came the great struggle, for the
of pioneering and exploration is on the
wane. Its one great battle at the
, present time is with the Frozen North
the cold, the snow, the never ceasing
wind, which are fighting today the en
croachment of man as they did 250
years ago. as they will during the cen
turies which are to come until the
Earth on which we live is ’ swallowed
up in an eternity of space which shall
change every physical feature now ex
isting.
________

HUDSON’S BAY CQ.

control of the vast territory by

the

French, and the Hudson’s Bay Com
pany suffered tremendous losses in
men and materials in doing its part
to maintain the dominion of England.
The Indians took sides either With
the French or English, there were
assaults on the posts, massacres, the
murder of the traders and the stealing
of their furs. It was a reign of terror
for years with the Hudson's Bay
Company the sole representative of
law and justice in the land. It was
these trying times that developed the
great leaders of the corporation and
who later were to become the found
ers of Canada. Such men as Sir
Alexander MacKenzie. for whom the
famous northern river is named; j
Samuel Hearne. the first man to reach
the Arctic, Coast of North America;
McTavish, Frobisher and the score of
others whose names are now on the
immortal records of the Dominion,
yre re the products of the Hudson’s
Bay Company, or its great rival the
Northwest Company, men of iron who
were to Canada what Daniel Boone,
Dayy Crockett, Kit Carson and the
.other illustrious pioneers were to the
United States. Then came the bat
tles of organizations, with cruel
Indians as their allies, the struggle
for' supremacy between the Hudson’r
Bay Company and the Northwest
Company, which continued until 1821
when the latter was absorbed by the
former. The Hudson’s Bay Company
then reigned alone until 1868 when it
was Induced to surrender its rights to
the Canadian authorities for about*'
$1 ,500,000, and l-20th of the lands set
out for settlement l^v the government
for the next 50 years. The corpora
tion retained its posts and its right
to trade. In 1856. when it reached
the zenith of its power, it had over
3000 officers and employees and 152
posts.-. Today it remains the m o^
potent Influence for law and order in
the unsettled parts of Canada, it is
still wrapped in its fascinating robe
of romance and adventure, but now no
thrilling Indian fights figure in its
Struggle for existence, and its career !

TWO IN ONE

You can change in one
minute if

Treatment

tomers every day
our Player Pianos

Sill, Susillu, Successful

523 CUMBERLAND AVENUE

PORTLAND

* i

M A IN E

ia Mala*. New Hampshire
mrVermont and eearaat to
Maritime Proriac**

L E SS
;.-il

TH AN

with

Touring
Roadster
Sedan

The war started in August. 1914,
and below we show a compari
son between the prices of Ford
Cars in 1924 and the present
prices;
TODAY’S PRICES
F. O. B, Detroit

$490.00
465.00
975.00

Touring
Roadster
Sedan

(Loss starter and rims)

Coupe

Astle Music Company
%

The House of Quality

Houlton,

Si

$440.00
395.00
795.00

(With starter and rims)

850.00

Coupe

750.00

(Loss startor and rims)

(With starter and rims)

Due to these extremely low prices, the
demand tor Ford Cars at present is
without parallel and we urge all those
intent upon owning a Ford Car this
coming year to get in touch with a

Ford Dealer at once, for if past ex
perience is any guidance at all, it wiir
he impossible to make deliveries with
any degree of promptness a little later
on.

BERRY & BENN

Stosk limited, orders filled in order of rect.

B a n g o r S treet

Maine

P R IC E S

To the Prospective Ford Buyer

F. O. B. Detroit

W e can Satisfy You !

CAR

P R E -W A R

\Yc call atteneion to the follow
ing facts in connection with tli•'
sale of Ford Cars, which we feel
sure will he of great interest to
you as a prospective buyer of a
Ford Tar
1914 PRICES

W e arc Satisfying Cus

DRUG USING

(ter. af M I m Street TAplMM 5470

T :-i W 2 2 9 ' ^ S A : ,

ary piano

LIQUOR

TIE(EEIHIRimiTE

to

takes no more space in
your room than the ordin

A N ID
D

^BQ6 1879— in over 400,000
c u n . Method* rational and ho*
mane, health always improved
No name*, lie b c M or bad
after effects— nothing T ie
yoiQ” . , ^confinement or public^
ify, fteatanttunoundingt,ideallocation,completeequipment. Special
privacyforwomen. All businessand
strictly confidential.

wish

play it by hand, and it

Cures

fVeclcy

you

D istribu tors

H o u lto n , M ain

CHURCH SERVICES

during the Civil war was more accen Plaistead of Augusta and William F. | Mr. Lloyd George smiled as he repayment.
heart. In return, the French people
tuated than during the World War Curran. postmaster at Bangor, all of plied; "Would I believe a debtor with‘‘1 have. I think.” continued Mr. must not think I am become an
but that there was a sharp drop im ,,-hom were aetuated by the belief that; out „ check beiHg pIaced on hi8 gtate.
mediately after the Civil war, where encouragement of investment of what-1
Lloyd George, "testified by acts, and enemy because I speak as a business
as prices dipped at the close of the Jever bonus money could be spared ments? No. we must check up, esti not only by words, to my friendship
man and as a realist. Friends should
worid”\V
ar!‘'bu't
Vhortly“
fix the W
amount
due.
al- a n d admiration for the French
immediate
needs would
..
w—
.,
wj ”thereaft«
Hiciucuici j from *****t*v
,vA4t*i,c UCCUB
vvuuiu
Ut?
c
i*iWUiU ciu
tr. lI ill*
be
ai I mate and --speak truth to each other and defend
went to new high levels, succeeded by i splendid
service
m en,!I ways Set back to that expression
‘fix.’ democracy. We fought together and
.... thing for the
me oci
»ii. tr men,
**
the system which seems best to con‘ “ State
. of,. ...
.
T
. i! Let
us fix the amount
and when that
a decline. The lines representing the the
Maine
and. the T
United
.
................
conquered together, and must not form with their common interests,
prices of the two periods crossed I States Government. Such an invest- is done Great Britain will be seen denounce in peace the arrangements) Once the decision is reached, then
eaeh other as of Nov. 1 showing that |ment means that the money is safe close beside France in demanding that in the past were dear to my |we will stand elbow to elbow.”
the index of 1867 was identical with j and not thrown into some get-richthat of 1920 on that date. The trend quick scheme, it makes for content
Church of the Good Shepherd
; of the Civil war price line is steadily ed, happy and self-supporting citizens
Rev. H. Scott Smith, Rector
I downward until 1879.
and it furnishes the United States
^Soaday Services
,
"In
estimating
the
value
to
be
Treasury with much-needed money to
Holy Communion at 8 a. m.
I
placed
upon
this
comparison,”
the
pay
war bills still unsettled, for
Also on the first Sunday in the i
,
bank
says,
"account
must
be
taken
of
which
the government allows a fair
month at 10.30
j
Morning Prayer and Sermon at 10.30 jI the following facts: Fifty-five years rate of interest to accumulate month
Bvening Prayer and Sermon at 7 j ago the United States was a debtor by month in added redeemable value
Sunday School at noon
|nation: its imports exceeded its ex until the certificates reach maturity
ports; we were borrowing large at the end of five years from the start
First Baptist
amounts to finance the building of of the year in which they are pur
Court St.
railroads and for other purposes; the chased. That is a certificate purchas
United States was not on a gold basis ed Dec. 21, 1920, will mature Jan. 1,
Her. Heary C. Speed, pastor.
10.80 morning worship with sermon. as were other principal nations, and 1925, but one bought Jan. 1, 1921, will
12.00 Bible School with classes for our commodity prices had risen to a not mature until Jan. 1, 1926. The
much higher level than those prevail interest, however, is taken care of
*mea and women.
ing
in other countries.
automatically by adding twenty cents
0 :00 Senior C. B. Service
N^/ -^1^. \LAJSNhi/zVAA/zNX!//N
VAA/^Xkd£NhAA£ SAiid
"At
the
present
time
all
of
these
monthly
on the $100 certificates. In
7:00 Song Service followed by serconditions
are
reversed.
The
balance
1921 a new certificate of $25 maturity
anon.
ft*
Church prayer meeting, Tuesday of world trade Is heavily in our favor, value will be offered for the first time.
we
have
centralized
thinking
organi
It
is
hoped
by
the
State
and
Savings
ovening at 7:30.
W o m e n w h o b u y g ifts f o r m e n a t a
Choir rehearsal Friday evening at zation and a more elastic credit sys Division officials that this opportuni
tem and prices here have advanced ty will be taken advantage of by the
M e n ’ s S to r e , m a y b e s u r e s u c h g ifts
■7:30.
relatively less than in Europe. Wages service men in order to give them a
All Seate free.
mm
a r e c o r r e c t in e v e r y d e ta il
furthermore, have advanced on the nest egg for the future.
First Congregational Church
whole as rapidly as prices, which was
not the case during the Civil war.
Rov. A. M. Thompson, pastor.
While making allowances for these LLOYD GEORGE
Morning Worship at 10.30.
WILL BACK ALLY
F
8onday School at 12 o’clock with differences in fundamental conditions,
it is to be noted that the intensity and
Differences between Great Britain
claasoa for men and women.
scope of the present decline in prices and France do not amount to a quarrel
Tsung People’s Meeting, at 6 p. m.
is almost identical with the decline and the views of these two nations
Xvennlng service at 7 o’clock.
Prayermeeting Tuesday evenings at which took place in 1865, immediately have in no way prejudiced the alli
at the close of the Civil war. At that ance which held them together dur
7.30.
time
the rest of the world was pursu ing the war, said Premier Lloyd
The Ladies’ Gnild meets Monday even
ing, and had in the main pursued [ George of Great Britain in an interings weekly.
The Ladies’ Circle meets Wednesday during the war here, a normal course |view in London recently with the
of productivity and there was no |correspondent of the Petit Parisien.
afternoons weekly.
world
shortage of materials such as
The Ladles’ Missionary Society meets
Mr. Lloyd George declared that, re
the second Wednnesday of each existed in 1918 as a result of the garding reparations, England would
drain which the World War imposed |stand <*eibow to elbow” with France,
month.
|upon the resources of all nations.
, y)Ut }ie insisted that the amount GerMsthodlst Episcopal
"This shortage was undoubtedly the many was to be called upon to pay
Corner School and Military Streets. j cause of continued price increases should be fixed.
|for a considerable period after the ar
Hev. Thomas Whiteside> Pastor.
“ There are always some people who
mistice, not only in this country but
:10.30 a. m Public Worship with sermon
pick quarrels.” said the premier.
abroad. For this reason in p oint of
12.00 m. Sunday School with Organ“ There is no quarrel, however, and
time
a comparison can more properly
teed and Graded Classes tor all.
you have just told me there were no
2.30 p. m. Junior League Meeting and be made between the peaks of 1864
interests in the world, on either the
Preparatory Members Class.
and 1920. That is to say, such a com
*£.16 p. m. Young Peeples’ meeting parison is more informative than one French or British side, that can slaken
under the auspices of the Bpworth
the Franco-British brotherhood.
1
beginning at the actual end of the two
never thought otherwise.
Y.OOpTm. Praise and Preaching service wars.
"I was a lawyer before entering
with vested chorus choir
"Whether the future price trend
'General prayer meeting at 7.30 every will follow the Civil war precedent, or |politics, and when I confronted a J
Tuesday evening.
depart from it, this much is to be j debtor I had two courses to choose, i
observed, that the contention that we jj either to enforce strictly the rights |
Christian 8cience
must
expect a permanently higher)j of my clients, and sell the debtor’s
Corner Military and High Streets
price
level
has been rudely shaken house and furniture at the risk of
Sunday Services
getting nothing or next to nothing,
during the last few months.”
11:00 a. m. Regular Service
or
saying to him: ‘You owe so much.
12:16 p. m. Sunday School
How
much can you pay at once? How
'Testimonial meetnig every Wednes!
STATE BONUS
much
in a year, or in ten years? j
day evening at 7:30
Payments of the State of Maine’s This latter method I found to be best \
bonus to 30,000 World War veterans and this I advise following in dealing
FIRST CHURCH OF HOULTON
started this week and it will take with Germany.”
Unitarian
several weeks to mail all of the letters
Military 8treet at Kelleran
“ But,” objected the interviewer,
Preaching Service regularly every in which the checks are to be enclos “ suppose you knew the debtor who
ed. They are being sent out from displayed empty pockets was cheat- j UJ
alternate Sunday at 10:30 a. m.
the office of the State Treasurer in ing.”
.Sept. I t , Oct. 3, 17 and 31st.
Along with each check
Sunday School every Sunday at 12:00 Augusta.
goes a communication from F. C.
Dwight F. Mowary, Minister
:114 Court Street
Tel. 180-W Ayres, government director of the
Savings Division, First Federal Re
serve District.
HUCE MOVEMENT
This letter says: "Congratulations
(G RANULES)
on
your well-deserved fortune in
LIKE THAT IN 1865
|*2 L IN DIGESTION
la an endeavor to arrive at some receiving the enclosed! Here is some
Dissolve instantly on tongue,
e itin a te as to the future course of extra and perhaps unexpected money.
or in hot or cold water, or
Why
not
put
it
where
it
will
count
vichy. Try at soda fountain.
prices many are endeavoring to glean
Information from the price movement for future opportunity and safety? In
following the Civil war and comparing making up your mind will you not
ALSO IN TABLET FORM
It with what has taken place since the think over carefully these facts about
MAOS BY SCOTT * BOWNC
United
States
Treasury
Savings
Certi
•end of the World War. In The Index,
MAKERS O F
ficates?
Price
in
December,
1920,
published by the Liberty National
S C O T T 'S EMULSION 10
Bank, there is an interesting placing $84.60, yielding $100 on Jan. 1, 1925,
O T A T O soils need fertilizers rich in
percent;
Jan.1,1921,
•of the two periods side by side, and, better than
while no 'definite deduction as to $82.40, yielding $100 on Jan. 1, 1926,
available Potash. Experience has
price movement is drawn, attention better than 4*4 percent. The value
la called to the fact that the expecta of these certificates increases auto- j
shown that the genuine German Potash
tion of a permanently higher price matically twenty cents for every j
Registered ,
level than in 1913 or early 1914 had month they are held.
can be used with absolute safety and
with
the
United
States
Treasury
De
a rude shock recently.
j
partment at Washington, they are
profitable results.
To start with, the bank asks the
loss-proof. Put aside part of this Stom ach-Kidneys- Heart-Live t
two questions which are on the tip of
bonus check for some future ‘rainy
everybody’s tongue: "Has the present
day.’ Such days are sure to come.
downward dip of prices reached bot
Parmenter & Polsey Fertilizers con
Be prepared.
tom? And will it, as was the case in
In making arrangements for send
1918 19, be succeeded by a further up
tain genuine German Potash only, mixed
ing out these letters by courtesy of
ward movement?”
the Maine State authorities. Mr.
with Blood, Bone, Meat, and chemicals.
“ In attempting to answer these and Ayres received the cooperation ol
related questions.” says the bank, ! Treasurer Joseph''W. S im eon 'oep u tv
at j j y
All these elements are balanced in the
"one naturally turns to the price; Treasurer Louis H. Winship Adjutant
movement following the Civil war. ; General George M, L Prrssov sr\<
proper proportions essential to maxi
The National Ramedy of Holland foi
This is an interesting and to some : Auditor Rov L Ward well ( ’unt iin V
centuries and endorsed by Queen Wilhel-extent a highly informative compari- j M. Hartt. secretary to Governor c ri
mina. At all druggists, three sizes.
mum production.
non, although it must be recognized j E. Milliken, Postmaster
p
\V
Look (or the nam e G old M ed al on « * e v k o i
in advance that fundamental condi- j
and accep t no imitation
tions in this country and the rest of j
the world are very different in many
P a rm en ter & P o ls e y F e rtiliz e rs
ways from those of the sixties.
develop the potato crop. They are avail
"With these reservations in mind, it
may be noted that during the Civil
able during the entire season. They
war prices as compared to 1860 rose
to a higher point than did prices dur
supply the needs of the plant from seed
ing the World War as compared to
2913. After the Civil war prices
ing time until maturity. The liberal use
began to fall at once, and continued
to record succeeding declines and up
of Parmenter & Polsey Animal Fertili
ward movements, the declines being
always greater than the rallies. In
zers assures a large increase of potatoes
1918, on the other hand, there was a
decided drop in prices succeeded by
per acre.
a further rise that carried prices to
new levels.”
The bank has prepared a chart of
Use Parmenter & Polsey Animal Fer
post-Civil war and post-World War
prices, comparing Bradstreet’s whole
tilizers for Quality Yields per acre.
sale commodity Index with one of the
Civil war period compiled by Wesley |
Order your supply today.
C. Mitchell. In each case the pre-war;
years 1860 and 1913 are taken as a i
base. This chart shows that the rise
F r o Baptist
Her. P. Clark Hartley, Pastor
M c n te g service at 10.80 A. M.
Soaday school at 12.00 M.
Toang Peopte’s meotlng_«.«0 P. M.
Bvening service at 7.00 P. M.
Special music by choir.
Choir practice Monday nights.
1*uesday night church prayer and
praise Servloe.

J

Men appreciate Gifts from a

Men’ s Store
Here, at the Men’s Store

o f Houlton you may buy

without hesitation T ie s,

Gloves, Caps and other

furnishings,

perfect

in

taste and authentic
in style

J

Useful Gifts mean
more and b rin g
Good Cheer

Purington

j

Houlton, Maine

Ri-MOIDS
QUICK RELIEF!

M ore Barrels

A cre

P

W A TC H
THE BIG 4

Keep the vital organs healthy by
regularly taking the world’s stand 
ard remedy for kidney, liver,
bladder and uric acid troubles—

COLDMEDAL

m

W e sell

Everything
you need in the

D ru g s to re

from Hair Tonic

to

Bunion

Plaster.

PARMENTER & POLSEY

IT C H !
Money back without question
If HUNTS Salvo fails in tho
treatment of ITCH, ECZEMA,
RINO W O RIf, TETTE R or
other Itehlnr okln dieeaeea.
Try a 79 sent bos at our risk,
LEIGH TO N A

FEELEY

?
i!
J
!
iI
|{

FERTILIZER

CO.

Branch o f Consolidated Rendering Co.
-------B R O A D W A Y
N e x t to E lk s C lu b

P H A R M A C Y

P re s c r ip tio n

D r u g g is t

---------

M a i n S tr e e t

B oston

M a s sa c h u s e tts

ALBERT O. GOULD, General Agt., Presque Isle, Me.
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“ In the 50-year period from 1790 to
The embodiment of tender emo
TESTS DISPROVE
tions. The soul in metal form.
1840 Maine's natural resources served
Better gift man never fashioned.
the industrial needs of the time. Her
OLD THEORY THAT
So says Gerrish; so says every ring
and watch and individual piece of increase of population in that period
CHARRING STOPS DECAY
jewelry in Gerrish’s shop. For they was 405,000 against but 358,000 in
can speak, and they whisper ever and crease in Massachusetts. It was then
The old theory that charring the
ever of a gift from the heart at accepted that she was destined to be butts of fence posts and telephone
WEDNESDAY
Christmas time.
Friends of Kenneth McIntosh will
Call on Gerrish. He specializes in one of the great states in the union, poles preserves the wood has been
SPECIAL ALL STAR CAST
Subscribers should bear in be sorry to know he is very ill with
love-gifts for the holiday season.—Adv and that Portland and Bangor were to disproved by a series of tests recently
mini! that all subscriptions are brain fever.
rival New York and Boston.
“FU R N A C E”
conducted by the Forest Products
Miss Margaret Robinson, who has
payable in advance and the pa been
“ Immediately following 1840 there Laboratory of the Forest Service, An absorbing drama vivid and realistic.
confined to the house by a
A COLD SAPS V IT A L IT Y
per will be discontinued at ex severe cold, is better.
The lever-acting inflammation and came a period of arrested growth in United States Department of Agri With English society backgrounds for the
Stanley Dow of Scott's Siding, N. B. other disagreeable features always Maine, persisting down to the present culture. on fences with charred and action, the picture is lavishly staged and
piration. Notice of such expira arrived Tuesday for a visit with his
costumes beautiful. You will regret,
present with all head and throat time, due to the change in transporta untreated posts of varied species. The the
it if you miss this.
Mews
tion will be sent out the First of sister, Mrs. Robert Carmichael.
colds, lessen your working ability and
tion and industry wrought by steam charred posts proved in these tests
Miss Ada Ross and Miss Mildred efficiency.
each month .
Henderson returned Friday evening
THURSDAY
If a cold is not treated when the power and its source in coal. Maine to be even less durable than the un
from Presque Isle where they attend first symptoms show themselves, it lacked both coal and the cheap carry treated ones.
TOM M IX in
ed the Teachers’ Convention an 1 re will frequently develop into more
HODGDON
Theoretically, an area of charred
port a very pleasant and profitable serious complications. Besides this ing of it to her industries.
“T H R E E GOLD C OINS’
Rev. D. A. MacKinnon attended the session.
“ In this the centennial year of our wood around a post should prevent A picture everyone is going to enjoy if
colds are unnecessary. Their dura
Quarterly meeting at Monticello last
The Harrigan school will holi a tion will be greatly shortened by the existence as a state we face a glorious decay, because charcoal does not de they like to laugh. The story is Western
W6e](i
Basket Social and school entertain use of Rexall Laxative Aspirin future, for just as coal and the indus-1
cay or encourage the growth of fungi. but one of the most delightful comedies
The Evangelistic meetings by Miss ment at the Grange Hall on Thurs
(U.
D.
Co.)
Cold
Tablets.
They
con
with some thrills and daring horseback
trial
revolution
that
its
use
brought
Adams will continue through this day evening, Dec. 23rd. Funds to be
But the charred area around a post is riding.
Several from this town attended the used for school purposes. Everybody tain Aspirin, Acetanilide, Aloin and turned the tide against Maine in the j not usually a solid covering It is
Capsicum.
Sophomore Speaking Contest of R. C. invited to be present.
These ingredients are most valu years following 1840, so now will checked through in many places. If
I. at Houlton last Wednesday even
The children in each district are able in relieving pain, reducing fever, hydro-electric power and its use in in
FRIDAY
posts are seasoned before they are
ing. George LaForrest Quint was busy out of school hours selling
M
ARGARITA
FISHER in
drying
up
coryza,
lessening
inflamma
dustry and agriculture restore to charred, the charring does not reach
awarded 1st prize, Ellis Smith Perrigo Christmas seals. Everybody should
tion, eliminating poisonous secretions,
“GAM ESTERS’’
Maine
the
advantage
that
was
then
purchase some of these seals to en warming up the stomach, and short
2nd prize.
to the bottom of the season checks
Screen Magazine
week at the Methodist church.
courage the children in their good ening duration of the disease.
taken from her.
which are always present. If green
The Ladies’ Aid of the United work for the benefit of the public
Get a box of these Cold Tablets of
“ Modern industry must locate where unchecked posts are charred, checks
Baptist church will have their annual health.
SATURDAY
us today. Take them according to
Christmas sale of useful and fancy
Congratulations
extended directionB the moment the first symp- there is hydro-electric power which is will open through the charred part as
^ougraiumuuiiB are being
uc uK caicuuou
articles at the Town Hall Thursday to Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Hillman on the toms appear and you will obtain not consumed by use and does not tax the wood seasons. In either case the LOUISE GLAUM & HOUSE PETER S
in “ LEOPARD W O M A N ”
evening, Dec. 16th. Supper will also arrival of a daughter on Sunday, Dec.
transportation. Maine stands third uncharred center of the post is ex
real relief.
be served.
12th. Mrs. Hillman is at the home of
We guarantee them.
among the states in the Union in de posed to fungus infection and will The action is laid in Cairo and has been
prettily staged, the costumes are lavish.
her mother Mrs. Rebecca Watson on
L. A. BARKER CO.
veloped water-power, and has unde decay as rapidly as untreated wood. Sunshine Comedy 2 reels “ M ary’s L ittle
Highland Ave., Houlton, for a few
The Rexall Store
EAST HODGDON
veloped powers that it is estimated
weeks visit.
Oakfield, Me.
Charring deep enough to resist de Lobster."
Rev.
M.
H.
Turner,
Rev.
H.
D.
would turn an eighth of all the wheels
Miss Lois Tidd has been the guest
cay would undoubtedly weaken a
of her mother Mrs. Hattie Egears for Worden, J. A. Robinson, Frank
Our Movie Books will make a nice Xmas
of industry in the United States. De
post of ordinary size.
Griffith, Mr. and Mrs. Bert Hanning. PREDICTS BIG MAINE FUTURE
the past three weeks.
present
velopment
of
this
power
is
in
progress.
The school teachers of this place at Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Porter, Mr. and
Speaking at the annual dinner of
tended the convention held in Presque Mrs. Robert Carmichael and Mrs. O. the Maine Society of New York at the I have recently visited a development
nearly completed where the power
lale last Thursday and Friday. They V. Jenkins were among those who
attended Quarterly meetinQg at Mont Hotel Astor, Gov.-elect Frederic H. generated by water would require
report a fine time.
Parkhurst declared that his state was
The friends of Mrs. John Brown will icello.
George V. Brown, Sec. and Manager r a p i d l y developing hydro-electric 50,000 tons of coal a year to duplicate,
be sorry to* hear that she was operat
ed on last Tuesday at the Madigan of the Aroostook Federation of Farm power resources unparalleled by any and I inspected the site of a proposed
hydro-electric development capable of
hospital. She is doing as well as can ers, was present at the meeting of
the Littleton local on Friday evening j similar extent of territory in the producing more than 50,000 horse
fbA OYnAPtAfl
Mr. Earl Lincoln and Miss Frances and gave a very encouraging report j world,
power yearly.
Wilkins of Presque Isle were united in of the work. Four hundred dollars
The remarkable growth of Maine
“ I pledge for Maine a constructive
marriage Dec. 4. Their many friends worth of stock was taken in new from 1790 to 1840, greater in wealth
FOR
policy, a sane attitude toward the de
of this place wish them a very happy Fertilizer Plant being built at Caribou.
At the regular meeting of the and people than the average state, he velopment of our resources, a liberal
journey through liie.
The friends of Mrs. Elmer Weston Grange the following officers were prophesied would be repeated in the attitude toward labor, a full recogni
will be sorry to hear that she had to elected: Master, T. A. Schools; Over era at hand. He emphasized the con
go to Houlton for treatment on her seer, James W. Campbell; Lecturer, tribution of men to other states, in tion of the rights of invested capital.
I believe that it is Maine’s destiny to
head. She is at the home of her Ada M. Stone; Steward, D. F. Adams;
sister Mrs. Frank Gorham on Pleasant Chaplain, E. P. Titcomb; Treasurer, cluding distinguished guests of the produce great supplies of food for the
J. F. Leavitt; Secretary, Maude A. evening. Other speakers were Chaun- states south of her. to become the
street.
Jenkins; Gate keeper, Edison Briggs; cey M. Depew, Mrs. Douglas Robinson,
home of great industrial enterprises,
Ceres, Hannah Schools;
Pomona,
but I hope she will continue to be as
Mildred Bruce; Flora, Olive Leavitt; James M. Beck and Irving S. Cobb.
BRIDGEWATER
Col. Parkhurst said, in part:
she now is, the great playground of
Mrs. Fred Nickerson was in Presque Organist, Ada L Ross.
“ Notwithstanding the great achieve the Eastern states. The spirit of hos
V«1a l o a f W AAl?
ment of the sons and daughters of pitality will ever live in Maine.”
N O TICE
A. M. Stackpole was in Boston on
All 1920 Real Estate Taxes remain Maine, she has not during the past 60
business recently.
Ad Stitham was home over Sunday ing unpaid Dec. 20th, 1920 will be or 70 years kept pace with the rest of
advertized and sold according to law.
from Fort Fairfield.
FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN
= = = = =
AT
"
Mrs. Leon Milliken has been in Ralph Hamilton, Collector, Littleton, the country in growth of population,
Maine.
249 of industry, or of wealth. Though 500 Wire Clothes Hangers
Boston the past week.
Mrs. Allen Boone has been ill the
Maine is not now thought to offer the
1 Glass Counter Case 7V& ft. long
past week, but is improving.
same opportunity for industrial and
1 Ribbon Cabinet
OAKFIELD
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Davidson have
4 12 ft. Counters with drawer com
returned home from Portland.
Mrs. Matilda Crandall is on the agricultural development found in
•••• ••••
other states, Maine has within her
Mrs. Fred White expects to return sick list.
partments
home this week from the Caribou
Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Corliss are boundary greater potential resources
1 10 ft. Table
hospital.
spending a few days in Sherman with than are to be found within any
1
Cash Drawer
Geo. Barrett returned home Satur relatives.
1 12 Table
day evening from several weeks stay
The Ladies Aid of the North Oak- similar area in the world.
1 16 ft. Counter
in Houlton.
field Baptist church held their annual
Hazel Foster, who has been em Christmas sale and supper on Thurs
1 8 ft. Table
ployed at J. H. Farley’s, has gone to day afternoon and evening.
1 high Bookkeepers Desk
J' Pood’s
1 Wall Rack
The little child of Ellie Packard
1 28x28 in. Table
has been very ill. Dr. Peppers of A Gift From the Heart at Christmas
Time
Centerville, N. B. was called.
6 Stools
There is snow on the ground and
The M. E. Aid will hold their sale
1 long Rubber Hose. 20 to 25 ft.
in
the
air.
Folks
are
ploughing
of food and fancy articles Saturday
the flakes with heads bowed
1 5 ft. Step Ladder
p. m., Dec. 18th, at Mrs. M. A. through
to the hopping, skipping, joyous wind. 1
Randall’s store.
Apply at
57 MAIN ST.
HOULTON
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the good, old Christmasy spirit of ;
Back if it Fails
Mr. Frank Little lost one of his youth to their minds and hearts, and :
work horses last week.
they are happy as they revel in It
Don't be bossed through life by a pesky
Mr. Willis Bither spent Sunday in
In a big private dwelling on the ! corn or callus. Don’t let a corn tell you
Houlton with Mr. Albert Young and avenue each member of the family has when to sit down. Don't wear shoes too
large for you because a corn sa>>
family.
sought the privacy of their own rooms, must. Get rid of the darned thfhg.
Mr. Wm. Tyrell of Ashland was where gift cards are being hastily
calling on friends here several days inscribed and dainty packages wrap
last week.
ped.
Mrs. J. Colby Giberson visited with
A watch for brother Jack.
relatives in Waterville recently, her
A right merry Christmas it wll be
mother Mrs. Lucy Ruth accompaning for you, Jack, old boy!
her home.
An elegant fob for Bill.
Master Gergld Kelso of Houlton
A pendant for Lily.
visited with his grandfather Mr. D. T.
And mother is scheduled to receive
Sawyer last week.
a sparkling brooch.
Miss ArdiB Collins of Bangor spent
While dad’s to get—well, it's a
the past two weeks with her mother, surprise, but you may know this much
Mrs. Jessie Collins.
—it is jewelry.
ijMrs. Sarah E. Bither returned home
In a small dwelling on a side street
Sqnday from a four weeks visit with the same sort of program is taking
relatives in Hartford, Conn.
place, but in a different way. Sister
Mrs. Blanche Black visited Mrs. Susie has smuggled mother out of the
Frances Lee and family in Presque room while a small chest of silver
1Peel the Whole Com Right O ff end be
Rid of it”
Isle the latter part of last week.
ware— a love-gift from the entire
Miss Carrie Sawyer and Miss family’s savings—is being shown to
It’s a revelation to corn sufferers, the
Georgia Hannan attended Teachers’ grizzled, old dad before the final pack wonderful way that “Gets-It’’ banishes I
Convention in Presque Isle last week. ing and wrapping takes place. It’s a corns. Spend two minutes—that's all—to |
Miss Udora O’Conner of Boston re happy affair; and why not? Christmas apply or 3 drops to any corn or callus. \
The pain will stop instantly. In a few
turned home last Friday after spend day falls on the morrow.
seconds the corn dries right up. Soon ’
ing the past month with Mr. and Mrs.
it has loosened so you can peel it off in
Do you get the vision?
complete piece, root and all.
!
Clarence Gove.
Of course you do. It's the vision of one
“Get -It" is sold by all druggists; money
a retail jeweler. It’s the vision of a hack on request, costs but a trifle. Mfd.
'
true man who realizes that the gift hv E. Lawrence & Co., Chicago.
Sold in Houlton and recommended as
MONTICELLO
of true sentiment can be supplied only the
Electric Lamps, Piano, Table
Kiddie Cars
world's best corn remedy by (). F.
Several out of town guests were by dealers in the “ precious.”
French
Son, Munro’s West End Drug'
and Boudoir
Store, The Hatheway Drug Co.
!
Jewelry!
here over Sunday attending the
Automobiles
Baptist Quarterly Conference.
Library Tables
Mrs. Williams has returned from
Tricycles
Cedar Chests
Houlton where she has been for
several weeks in the hospital. She is
Solid Mahogany Sewing Trays
Rocking Horses
much improved in health.
Mahogany
Tip
Tip
Tables
There will be a supper and sale of
Skiis
aprons and fancy articles at the Hall
Pictures
%
Saturday evening, Dec. 18. proceeds
Sleds
French Mirrors
to go to finish paying for th furnace
for the Methodist church. Everybody
Work Baskets
Doll Bassenetts
help.
Smokers’ Sets
A large crowd attended the Whist
party in Grange Hall on Wednesday
Doll ( ’radios
Tea Wagons
evening given by Mrs. Howard Good.
Hall Trees
Mrs. G. C. Fletcher, Mrs. J. M. Foster,
Doll Carriages
Mrs. Robt. McLeod, Mrs. Clinton
Card Tables
McLeod and Mrs. Lottie Wellington.
Chairs and Rockers
Candle Sticks.
18 tables were filled. At eleven o’clock
refreshments of sandwiches, cake and
coffee were served. After this a
social hour was enjoyed in dancing.
Mr. Robt. McLeod and Mrs. Lucene
Hill won the first prizes, Warren Nye
and Mrs. Moses Mills the second.
The bad snow storm and blow
Saturday made the roads in very bad
condition, so there was not so large
an attendance at Grange as usual.
There was election of officers as
follows: Master. P. E. Bubar; Over
seer. Geo. C. Curtis; Lecturer. Mrs.
B. S. Foster; Chaplain. Mrs. B. E.
Ramsey; Secretary, H. J. Melvin;
Treasurer, Guy C. Fletcher; Steward,
B. E. Ramsey; Asst. Steward, Walter
Melvin; Lady Asst. Steward. Bertha
Jewell; Ceres, Vesta Bubar; Pomona,
Nora Curtis; Flora, Clara Wiley. The
next regular meeting will be Jan. 8th
with installation of officers and
supper.
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“ Gets-It”

C. B. ESTERS

W onder
Corn

Peeler

YOURCHRISTMASSHOPPING

is not complete until you have visited our Store
and we have shown you our Display.
W e can as
sist you to select a Christmas G ift of quality and
value which will always associate itself with the
Giver. There are some offerings in the way of
Christmas Gifts that will merit your closest attention
For the Grown-ups

f

For the Children

1

P o st

H
i

LITTLETON
Rev. H. D. Worden is boarding at
the home of J. A. Robinson.
Saunders Wolverton was the week
end guest of friends in Woodstock,
N. B.
Many of the young people attended
the Quarterly meeting on Sunday
evening.
J. P. Tracy and wife attended
Quarterly meeting at Monticello on
Sunday.

used in place o f
coffee has many advan
tages, soon recognized.
PoStUITl is better fo r
health, costs less than
coffee, yet has a flavor
very similar to coffee.

Our Dining, Living and Bed Room Departments
are complete in every detail

Postum Cereal should
be boiled a full fifteen
minutes. Another form
In stan t Postum is made
instantly in the cup, no
boiling required.

The Same Reliable Store

G rocers sell both kinds
"

T h ere’s a R ea son

”

W e wish you a Merry Christmas and a Happy and
Prosperous New Year

Houlton Furniture Co.
Buzzell’s
8 Market Square

Houlton, Maine

